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December 2016 

FINAL ENGINEERING REPORT 

1.0 BACKGROUND AND SITE DESCRIPTION 

The Gansevoort/Franklin Street site is owned by Albany County, located in the City 

of Albany, New York and consists of seven tax parcels as identified in the Deed Restriction 

and subsequently executed Environmental Easement attached in Appendix A. The site is 

situated on an approximately 0.6-acre area bounded by St. John Ann’s Church property to 

the north, Gansevoort Street to the south, Franklin Street to the east, and the Mokhiber 

Liquor Store property to the west (see Figures 1-3). The site is a few blocks from 

Downtown Albany and the Hudson River is approximately 0.5 miles to the east. The 

boundaries of the site are fully described in the Metes and Bounds description within the 

Deed Restriction and subsequent Environmental Easement in Appendix A. 

The site was historically used as a coal yard during the 1940’s and mid 1950’s, then 

used by a trucking company in the late 1960’s. Thereafter, the property was acquired by 

Grand Realty Company and remained vacant until it was acquired by Albany County 

through foreclosure in 1973. 

Following foreclosure, two Phase I Environmental Assessments were completed 

for the Site. The first was in 1988 by Dunn Geoscience and the second by Applied 

Geoenvironmental Services, Inc. in 1991. Both of these assessments concluded that there 

was evidence to indicate potential soil contamination at the site associated with at least two 

underground storage tanks (USTs). Several areas of slight, localized petroleum staining 

were discovered, however there was no indication of any pervasive or large-scale dumping 

of hazardous materials at the site. 

As part of the original ERP Program, Albany County hired Malcolm Pirnie, Inc. to 

conduct a Phase II Site Investigation in late 1999 through early 2000 and an August 2000 

“Site Investigation Report” was generated. Activities conducted during the investigation 

included magnetic and ground penetrating radar (GPR) surveys, soil sampling, 
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groundwater well installation and sampling. The majority of site soils were found to be 

impacted with semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) and metals, likely due to the site 

wide presence of historic fill. Site groundwater and soils were also found to be impacted 

with petroleum-related volatile organic compounds (VOCs). In February of 2000, four 

1,500 gallon USTs, associated piping, and approximately 18.3 cubic yards of petroleum 

contaminated soil were removed during an Interim Remedial Measure (IRM). Please see 

Figures 4-1 through 4-3 for the approximate location of the USTs which were removed. 

Groundwater samples taken following the IRM revealed a significant decrease in 

petroleum-related groundwater contamination as indicated in Tables 8 – 10.  

A Record of Decision (ROD) was finalized by the NYSDEC in March 2001 which 

required installation of a Cover System consisting of 1 foot of clean soil or the following 

alternatives: “…sidewalks, parking lots, building footprints, or other approved strategies 

that provide a barrier to contact with the contaminated subsurface soils.” The ROD also 

required execution of a Deed Restriction for the site to restrict site groundwater use, take 

appropriate action should intrusive activities disturb the site, and limit the site to 

commercial and light industrial use. The Deed Restriction was executed on November 4, 

2010, but the County did not implement the Cover System remedy. 

In February 2015, Albany County entered into a New York Works Round II 

Environmental Restoration Program (ERP) Agreement with the New York State 

Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) to help pay for the construction of 

the Cover System. Under this agreement, the State will pay for 90% of the remedial 

construction costs while the County is responsible for the remaining 10%. The NY Works 

Agreement also called for an Environmental Easement. Therefore, an Environmental 

Easement was placed on the site to supersede the Deed Restriction. 

Before constructing the Cover System, NYSDEC decided to better delineate the 

horizontal and vertical extent of the historic-fill-related SVOCs within the top 1 foot of site 

soils in July 2015 which, depending on results, could allow for a targeted removal and 

placement of clean fill in areas exceeding Commercial Use soil cleanup objectives 

(CUSCOs). If all, or a portion of the areal extent of contaminated soils within the top 1 foot 
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did not exceed CUSCOs, the existing top 1 foot layer could serve as the Cover System. 

However, after consultation with the New York State Department of Health, and based on 

the site-wide presence of historic fill, it was decided that the cover system should be placed 

over the entire site regardless of the analytical results. The July 2015 data obtained from 

this sampling event is shown on Figure 5 and in Tables 4 – 7. 

2.0 SUMMARY OF SITE REMEDY 

2.1 REMEDIAL ACTION OBJECTIVES 

Based on the results of the Remedial Investigation, the following Remedial Action 

Objectives (RAOs) were identified for this site and presented in the Record of Decision 

(ROD): 

 Reduce, control or eliminate to the extent practicable the contamination 

present within the soils and groundwater on-site. 

 Eliminate the potential for direct human or animal contact with the 

contaminated soils on-site. 

2.2 DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED REMEDY 

The site was remediated in accordance with the remedy selected by the NYSDEC 

in the ROD dated March 2001 and the February 2015 Memo, Minor Changes to a Remedy 

for the Gansevoort/Franklin Street Site. The memo and a summary of the selected remedy 

within the ROD can be found in Appendix B. 

The factors considered during the selection of the remedy are those listed in 

6NYCRR 375-1.8.  The following are the components of the selected remedy:  

1. Construction and maintenance of a Cover System consisting of a Type 2 

Subbase/Crusher Run to prevent human exposure to remaining contaminated 

soil/fill and also allows for the continued use of the site as a truck turnaround; 

2. Development and implementation of a Site Management Plan for long term 

management of remaining contamination as required by the Environmental 
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Easement, which includes plans for: (1) Institutional and Engineering Controls, 

(2) monitoring, (3) operation and maintenance and (4) reporting; 

3. Periodic certification of the institutional and engineering controls listed above. 

3.0 INTERIM REMEDIAL MEASURES AND REMEDIAL 

CONTRACTS 

The below sections summarize each remedial action taken at the site.  

3.1 INTERIM REMEDIAL MEASURES 

Following a site investigation conducted by Malcolm Pirnie in late 1999 through 

early 2000, an IRM was implemented in February 2000 to remove four 1,500 gallon 

underground storage tanks (USTs), associated piping, and approximately 18.3 cubic yards 

of petroleum contaminated soil. The impacted soil was characterized and disposed off-site 

at Clean Waters of America in Athens, NY. The USTs were cut open and the remaining 

material was manually removed and disposed at Cycle Chemical, Inc. in Elizabeth, New 

Jersey. The USTs were also cleaned and disposed at a recycling center in the Port of 

Albany. Please see Figures 4-1 through 4-5 which show the location of the USTs which 

were removed. The information and certifications made in the August 2000 Site 

Investigation Report prepared by Malcolm Pirnie were relied upon to prepare this report 

and certify that the remediation requirements for the site have been met. 

3.2 REMEDIAL CONTRACTS 

 A Work Authorization was signed by NYSDEC on November 11, 2015 which 

selected Precision Environmental Services, Inc. (Precision) to construct the cover system 

remedy chosen in the March 2001 ROD. Precision was responsible for construction of the 

cover system, conducting community air monitoring, and on-site grubbing. Construction 

of the site cover began on December 1, 2015 and was completed by December 7. NYSDEC 

was on-site to oversee and inspect the construction of the cover system. 
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4.0 DESCRIPTION OF REMEDIAL ACTIONS PERFORMED 

Remedial activities completed at the Site were conducted by Precision in 

accordance with the NYSDEC-issued March 2001 ROD for the Gansevoort/Franklin Street 

site. All deviations from the ROD are noted in Section 4.8. 

4.1 GOVERNING DOCUMENTS 

4.1.1 SITE SPECIFIC HEALTH & SAFETY PLAN (HASP) 

All remedial work performed under this Remedial Action was in full compliance 

with governmental requirements, including Site and worker safety requirements mandated 

by Federal OSHA. 

A Health and Safety Plan (HASP) was submitted to NYSDEC by Precision prior to 

the start of work and was complied with for all remedial work performed at the Site. A 

copy of the HASP can be found in Appendix C. 

4.1.2 COMMUNITY AIR MONITORING PLAN (CAMP) 

Community air monitoring was performed during placement of cover material with 

two dust monitoring stations positioned on the property boundaries of the site. One 

monitoring station was placed close to the residences along Franklin Street and the other 

was placed at the opposite end near the corner of S Pearl Street and Gansevoort Street. A 

copy of the CAMP which contains the required action levels and response measures for 

dust control can be found in Attachment B of the HASP in Appendix C.  CAMP results are 

included in Appendix F. 

4.1.3 NYSDEC STANDBY CONTRACTOR WORK 

AUTHORIZATION 

The NYSDEC issued a Standby Contract to Precision on 11/12/2015 for the 

implementation of the remedy as described in the March 2001 ROD. The Contract was 

reviewed by a Professional Engineer licensed in the State of New York and it was 
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confirmed that it was in compliance with the March 2001 ROD, as modified by the memo 

attached in Appendix B. All required remedial documents from Precision (e.g. HASP and 

CAMP) were submitted to NYSDEC in a timely manner and prior to the start of work. A 

copy of the authorized contract can be found in Appendix D. 

4.1.4 COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION PLAN 

Prior to the start of remedial action at the site, an updated site contact list was developed. 

Fact sheets were sent out to the surrounding residences, businesses, and newspapers 

summarizing the upcoming construction activities. A document repository was created at 

the John A. Howe branch of the Albany Public Library, which was only a few blocks from 

the site located at 105 Schuyler Street. The fact sheet referenced the location of the 

repository and also provided instructions on how to receive future fact sheets electronically. 

DEC met with the owner of the adjacent Mokhiber Liquor Store property before and after 

the Remedial Action, discussed the placement of the new site cover and answered 

questions.  

4.2 REMEDIAL PROGRAM ELEMENTS 

4.2.1 CONTRACTORS AND CONSULTANTS 

 Precision Environmental Services, Inc. was responsible for implementing the 

remedy within the March 2001 ROD and for providing community air 

monitoring during construction of the site cover,  

 Oversight was provided by NYSDEC; John Durnin P.E., and Kyle Forster 

E.I.T. 

4.2.2 SITE PREPARATION 

A pre-construction meeting was held with NYSDEC and Stephen Phelps of 

Precision on November 5, 2015. Precision then mobilized to the site on December 1, 2015 

and was accompanied by NYSDEC. 
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On December 1, NYSDEC again met Precision on site and discussed the specific 

tasks to be conducted, including the grubbing of the brush and small trees bordering the 

northern property line, specific placement areas of the Type 2 Subbase/Crusher Run 

material, and set up of a fence surrounding the property during work. 

4.2.3 GENERAL SITE CONTROLS 

Prior to the start of work, on November 30, 2015, Precision installed a construction 

fence and movable barriers along the property boundaries to prevent people from walking 

on-site during construction activities and operation of heavy equipment. 

Type 2 Subbase/Crusher Run material was trucked to the site by WM. M. Larned 

& Sons, Inc. from Callanan Industries, Inc., a certified clean/virgin source quarry located 

in South Bethlehem, NY. Please see Appendix E for copies of the virgin source 

certification letters, course aggregate analysis, gradation report, trucking manifests, and a 

summary of imported material quantity. Precision finished grading and placement of the 

cover material on December 7, 2015. 

Two CAMP stations were set up during construction to monitor dust and a summary 

of these results are reported in Appendix F. 

No material was taken off-site during completion of the work, therefore there was 

no potential for contaminated material being taken off-site. 

Construction of the Cover System was inspected daily by NYSDEC and copies of 

inspection reports can be found in Appendix G. 

4.2.4 NUISANCE CONTROLS 

Trucks were prohibited from traveling down Franklin Street and followed the 

Trucking Routes included in Attachment A of Precision’s HASP in Appendix C. 

 Dust was monitored by two Community Air Monitoring Stations placed at an 

upwind and downwind location. Specifics to the CAMP can be found in Attachment B of 
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the HASP in Appendix C. Action levels were not exceeded throughout completion of the 

remedial action.  

4.2.5 CAMP RESULTS 

The CAMP stations which were set up at two locations near the property boundaries 

during work did not show any exceedance of action levels for dust while cover material 

was imported on-site.  

A summary of all the data collected over three days for community air monitoring 

are provided in electronic format in Appendix F. 

4.2.6 REPORTING 

As stated above, daily reports were created by NYSDEC staff during each work 

day which documented approximately how much material was brought to the site, the 

weather, what work was done, and who was on-site. 

Digital photos are attached at the end of each daily report and the reports with 

photos are included in electronic format in Appendix G.  

Electronic Data Deliverables (EDDs) were filed in accordance with NYSDEC EDD 

protocol. 

4.3 CONTAMINATED MATERIALS REMOVAL 

Following the removal of the USTs, associated piping, and contaminated soils in 

February 2000, no additional contaminated materials were removed from the site after the 

February 2000 IRM, or during the remedial action completed on December 7, 2015.  

4.4 IMPORTED BACKFILL 

Approximately 540 cubic yards of Type 2 Subbase/Crusher Run material was 

brought on site starting on Wednesday, December 2nd through Friday, December 4th. 
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Approximately 1 foot of the Type 2 material was placed uniformly throughout the 

site as required by the March 2001 ROD. This material provides a protective cover or 

barrier across the entire site to encapsulate the historic-fill-related Polycyclic Aromatic 

Hydrocarbons (PAHs) and metals which reside throughout shallow subsurface soils. 

Additional detail regarding the depth and areal extent of the System Cover is discussed in 

Section 4.6. 

The imported backfill was certified clean material from a virgin mine owned by 

Callanan Industries, Inc., (Callanan) located in Bethlehem, NY. Appendix E includes 

letters from Callanan and the trucking company, William M. Larned & Sons, Inc., 

certifying that the material is from a virgin quarry, along with the gradation of the Type 2 

material. 

4.5 CONTAMINTATION REMAINING AT THE SITE 
4.5.1 SOIL 

Following the IRM removal (conducted in February 2000) of the USTs, associated 

piping, and petroleum contaminated soils, the remaining contamination consisted of metals 

and PAHs associated with the site-wide historic fill which exists at an average thickness of 

4 feet.  

Following the July 2015 sampling event, the same types of contaminants (PAHs) 

were found in the top 1 foot of site soils. 

These types of contaminants are very immobile (i.e. unlikely to infiltrate through 

soils into groundwater or volatilize into the air) and not likely to present any issues to the 

surrounding environment or public health now that they are buried beneath a Cover System 

consisting of Type 2 Subbase/Crusher Run. Public health is further protected since any 

future excavation is regulated in accordance with a site-specific Site Management Plan 

(SMP).  

Tables 1 – 7 and Figures 4 – 5 summarize the concentrations of contaminants that 

exceed the Unrestricted and Commercial Use Soil Cleanup Objectives (UUSCOs and 
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CUSCOs) in subsurface soils that still reside beneath the Cover System. Tables 1 – 3 

summarize the data obtained by Malcolm Pirnie during the 1999/2000 investigation while 

Tables 4 – 7 summarize the data obtained during the July 2015 sampling event. 

4.5.2 GROUNDWATER 

Prior to any cleanup action at the site, groundwater contained elevated levels of 

petroleum-related compounds in two site groundwater wells, likely from leaking USTs 

and/or piping.  

Following removal of the USTs, associated piping, and petroleum contaminated 

soils, the marginal petroleum-related contamination in the groundwater was significantly 

improved with standards being met for many contaminants that had previously been over 

groundwater standards. This significant improvement in groundwater quality, documented 

in the sampling conducted following the IRM in late 2000, has likely further improved via 

natural attenuation processes. 

Tables 8 – 10 below summarize the groundwater concentrations that exceeded 

NYSDEC Class GA groundwater standards prior to, and after, the IRM removal of the 

USTs, associated piping, and petroleum contaminated soils at the site. Table 8 illustrates 

the concentrations prior to the IRM, and Tables 9 and 10 display the sample results 

following the IRM. The locations of the wells are shown on Figures 4-1 through 4-5. 

Since contaminated soil remains beneath the site after completion of the Remedial 

Action, Institutional and Engineering Controls are required to protect human health and the 

environment. These Engineering Controls and Institutional Controls (ECs/ICs) are 

described in the following sections. Long-term management of these EC/ICs and residual 

contamination will be performed under the SMP approved by the NYSDEC.  

4.6 SITE COVER SYSTEM 

Exposure to remaining contamination in soil/fill at the site is prevented by a Type 

2 crusher run cover system placed over the site. This Cover System is comprised of 
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approximately 12 inches of Type 2 Subbase/Crusher Run material and asphalt pavement 

as described below. 

Along Franklin Street, an asphalt strip of pavement is located between the site and 

the sidewalk. Prior to placement of cover material, site soils were pulled away from the 

asphalt to allow the cover material to be keyed into this asphalt strip. There is also a small 

stretch of asphalt that protrudes onto the site from the asphalt strip as indicated in Figure 

3. The asphalt which protruded onto the site was not removed and is considered part of the 

final Cover System. Fill material was placed up to the asphalt portion of the cover and 

tapered up to the final grade of the Cover System. 

As indicated in Figure 3, there was also an existing 6 inches of cover material 

previously placed on the site for a truck turnaround, so an additional 6 inches of cover 

material was placed within this area to result in a final Cover System thickness of 12 inches. 

The Cover System was also tapered to the edges of the site to allow trucks to 

continue to drive onto the site from Franklin Street, Gansevoort Street, or the adjacent 

liquor store property. 

An Excavation Work Plan, which outlines the procedures required in the event the 

cover system and/or underlying residual contamination are disturbed, is provided in 

Appendix C of the SMP. 

4.7 INSTITUTIONAL CONTROLS 

The March 2001 ROD required that a Deed Restriction be placed on the property 

to (1) prohibit the use of site groundwater for drinking water; (2) implement, maintain and 

monitor the Site Cover System; (3) prevent future exposure to remaining contamination by 

controlling disturbances of the subsurface contamination; and, (4) limit the use and 

development of the site to commercial and light industrial uses only.   
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The Deed Restriction for the site was executed by the County of Albany, New York 

on November 4, 2010. The County Recording Identifier number for this filing is 10765195.  

A copy of the Deed Restriction and proof of filing is provided in Appendix A.   

 An Environmental Easement for the site was executed by the Department on 

November 29, 2016, and filed with the Albany County Clerk on December 5, 2016.  The 

County Recording Identifier number for this filing is 20160101946.  A copy of the 

easement and proof of filing is provided in Appendix A. 

  

4.8 DEVIATIONS FROM THE MARCH 2001 RECORD OF 

DECISION 

The March 2001 ROD called for a limited excavation within MW-4, execution of 

a Deed Restriction, and installation of a Site Cover System. As discussed above in Section 

2.2, a Memo to the file was drafted, Minor Changes to a Remedy (Appendix B), which 

explained the irrelevance of excavating the hotspot in the vicinity of MW-4. In summary, 

there were additional sample locations which had detections of the same contaminants 

(PAHs and metals associated with historic fill) at higher concentrations than that detected 

in MW-4, but were not required to be excavated. It was determined by NYSDEC upper 

management that solely installing the Cover System while ignoring this hotspot excavation 

in the vicinity of MW-4 would remain protective of human health and the environment. 
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Table 1: PAHs exceeding UUSCOs and CUSCOs in surface and subsurface soils (2001) 
Contaminant UUSCOs 

(ppm) 
CUSCOs 

(ppm) 
MW-4 SS-6 CG-1 

1-3’ 0-2” 0-2” 
benzo(a)anthracene 1 5.6 1.1 3.3 4.1 
chrysene 1 56 1.1 6.5 7.9 
benzo(b)fluoranthene 1 5.6 0.89 4.7 6.9 
benzo(k)fluoranthene 1 56 1.0 3.3 2.7 
benzo(a)pyrene 1 1 1.2 3.5 4.6 
indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 0.5 5.6 0.64 2.5 3.3 

 
 
 

 
 

Table 2: Metals exceeding UUSCOs and CUSCOs in subsurface soils (2001) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Contaminant UUSCOs 
(ppm) 

CUSCOs 
(ppm) 

MW-1 MW-2 MW-4 SB-1 SB-6 SB-6 dup 
10-12’ 15-16’ 1-3’ 8-10’ 4-6’ 4-6’ 

copper 50 270 26.7 30.4 45.8 25.1 33.4 107 
lead 63 1,000 12.3 12.4 381 11.4 91 366 
manganese 1,600 10,000 1,660 751 245 212 413 377 
mercury 0.18 2.8 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.68 0.97 
zinc 109 10,000 62 74.2 136 69.1 60.7 88.8 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3: Metals exceeding UUSCOs and CUSCOs in surface soils (2001) 
Contaminant UUSCOs 

(ppm) 
CUSCOs 

(ppm) 
SS-4 SS-5 SS-6 SS-7 SS-8 CG-1 

0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 
arsenic 13 16 17.3 15.9 29 8.2 13.5 27 

Barium 350 400 198 184 326 117 215 362 

copper 50 270 68.6 60.3 74.3 50.4 58.2 78.1 

lead 63 1,000 34.9 31.8 1630 208 609 1130 

manganese 1,600 10,000 1,610 10,200 238 592 409 227 

mercury 0.18 2.8 0.11 0.11 1.2 0.71 2.2 0.92 

nickel 30 310 40.5 37.3 16 23.1 20.6 16 

zinc 109 10,000 154 134 351 132 266 366 
 

 
  



 
Table 4: Metals exceeding UUSCOs and CUSCOs in surface soils (2015) 

Contaminant UUSCOs 
(ppm) 

CUSCOs 
(ppm) 

SB1 SB2 SB3 SB4 SB5 SB6 SB7 SB8 SB10 SB11 SB14 SB16 SB17 
0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 

arsenic 13 16 20.6 10.1 5.9 5.8 7.2 17.5 5.5 6.2 5.7 14 5.9 5.8 9.7 
barium 350 400 141 231 106 109 161 382 

B 
70.4 65.7 73.5 521 69.6 72.1 160 

cadmium 2.5 9.3 3.3 2.6 0.75 0.51 0.5 0.96 0.41 0.44 0.43 1.4 0.2 0.24 0.6 
copper 50 270 110 65.3 37.3 109 32 39.2 25 25.1 31.4 33.4 21.1 24.9 85.4 
lead 63 1,000 421 

B 
1,040 

B 
356 
B 

403 477 
B 

1070 
B 

69.8 
B 

69.4 
B 

124 1650 53.9 89.1 521 

nickel 30 310 46.8 28.8 19.9 19 22.8 19.4 19.9 20.4 19.3 20.6 18.2 18.3 20.4 
mercury 0.18 2.8 0.66 0.66 0.32 0.26 0.33 0.28 0.18 0.11 0.44 0.61 0.26 0.26 1.8 
zinc 109 10,000 402 634 172 155 194 363 91.5 80.2 115 562 71.8 93.8 204 

B = compound was found in the blank and sample 
 
 
 

Table 5: PAHs exceeding UUSCOs and CUSCOs in surface soils (2015) 
Contaminant UUSCOs 

(ppm) 
CUSCOs 

(ppm) 
SB2 SB3 SB6 SB11 SB16 
0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 0-2” 

benzo(a)anthracene 1 5.6 4.9 0.91 J 1.7 J 3.2 2.5 J 
benzo(a)pyrene 1 1 5.5 0.93 J 1.8 J 4.3 3.2 J 
benzo(b)fluoranthene 1 5.6 7.9 1.3 J 2.9 J 6.6 3.6 J 
benzo(k)fluoranthene 0.8 56 4.2 0.68 J 1.1 J 2.4 J 2.4 J 
crysene 1 56 8.3 1.4 J 2.6 J 4.7 3.9 J 
ideno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 0.5 5.6 4.3 0.74 J 1.4 J 2.7 J ND 

J = result is less than the RL but greater than or equal to the MDL and the concentration is an estimated value 
ND = compound was not detected at the reporting limit (or MDL or EDL) 

 
 
 

 



Table 6: Metals exceeding UUSCOs and CUSCOs in shallow subsurface soils (2015) 

B = compound was found in the blank and sample 
F1 = MS and/or MSD Recovery is outside acceptable limits 

F2 = MS/MSD RPD (Relative Percent Difference, measure of relative difference between 2 points) exceeds control limits 
 
 

Table 7: PAHs exceeding UUSCOs and CUSCOs in shallow subsurface soils (2015) 

J = result is less than the RL but greater than or equal to the MDL and the concentration is an estimated value 
F1 = MS and/or MSD Recovery is outside acceptable limits 

F2 = MS/MSD RPD (Relative Percent Difference, measure of relative difference between 2 points) exceeds control limits 

Contaminant UUSCOs 
(ppm) 

CUSCOs 
(ppm) 

SB1 SB2 SB3 SB4 SB5 SB6 SB6
D 

SB7 SB8 SB9 SB10 SB11 SB12 SB12
D 

SB13 SB14 SB15 SB16 SB17 

2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 2-4” 2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 6-10” 2-12" 2-12” 
arsenic 13 16 111 7.3 7.5 7.7 7.4 52.3 48.4 8.5 5.3 22.4 9.1 16.3 5.7 6.9 7.0 6.0 6.4 9.2 10.8 
barium 350 400 250 B 76.2 148 B 165 129 621 B 661 B 79.5 56.1 

F1 
73.8 111 1770 54.7 57.6 60.2 67.9 163 168 155 

copper 50 270 136 34.9 52.9 25.1 27.4 104 56.1 39 25.4 38.2 47 27.1 32.2 37.1 29.6 32.4 26.5 56.2 103 
F1 F2 

lead 63 1,000 803 B 247 B 585 B 616 B 413 B 1450 
B 

1700 
B 

94.3 
B F1 

76.8 
F1 

119 305 3970 73.4 109 95.7 77.1 253 420 461 

nickel 30 310 54.7 12.7 20 20.4 24.8 20.8 25.4 24.6 18.5 23.4 20 17.2 21.6 25.4 22.8 17.9 20.5 17.8 19.1 
mercury 0.18 2.8 0.45 0.33 0.56 0.36 0.22 0.41 0.61 0.18 0.11 0.53 1.3 0.4 0.28 0.2 0.31 0.32 0.25 1.8 1.5 

F1 
zinc 109 10,000 357 346 192 180 167 517 562 88.2 

F1 
71.7 118 176 768 81.7 101 92.3 69.3 233 375 157 

F1 

Contaminant UUSCOs 
(ppm) 

CUSCOs 
(ppm) 

SB2 SB3 SB6 SB6D SB9 SB10 SB11 SB16 SB17 
2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 2-12” 

benzo(a)anthracene 1 5.6 0.96 J 1.4 J 1.7 J 2.0 J 0.65 3.3 J 2.7 J 0.49 2.4 F1 
F2 

benzo(a)pyrene 1 1 0.98 J 1.4 J 2.0 J 2.1 J 0.58 3.3 J 3.7 0.94 1.8 J F1 
F2 

benzo(b)fluoranthene 1 5.6 1.6 J 1.9 J 3.3 J 3.6 J ND 4.2 5.9 1.3 J 2.3 F1 
F2 

benzo(k)fluoranthene 0.8 56 0.58 0.98 J 1.2 J 1.3 J 0.92 J 2.3 J 2.2 J 0.83 J 1.1 J F1 
F2 

crysene 1 56 1.5 J 1.8 J 2.9 J 3.2 J ND 3.4 J 4.7 ND 2.2 F1 
F2 

ideno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 0.5 5.6 0.73 J 1.0 J 1.5 J 1.6 J ND 1.8 J 2.5 J ND 0.76 J 
F1 F2 



Table 8: VOCs in Groundwater compared to NYSDEC Class GA GW 
Standards (10/12/1999) 

Contaminant Standard 
(ppb) 

MW-2 MW-3 MW-4 MW-101 

benzene 1 800 J ND ND ND 
ethylbenzene 5 96 ND 11 ND 
m&p-xylenes 5 160 ND 72 ND 
o-xylenes 5 42 ND 6.1 ND 
isopropylbenzene 5 12 ND 110 ND 
n-propylbenzene 5 23 ND 220 ND 
sec-butylbenzene 5 2.1 ND 28 ND 
n-butylbenzene 5 NA NA NA NA 
naphthalene 10 ND ND 12 ND 
methylene chloride 5 ND 5.6 ND 5.4 
1,2-dichloroethane 5 51 ND ND ND 
toluene 5 19 ND ND ND 
4-methyl-2-pentanone 5 6.5 ND ND ND 
methyl tert-butyl ether 5 ND ND ND ND 
1,3,5-trimethylbenzene 5 27 ND ND ND 
1,2,4-trimethylbenzene 5 170 ND 1300 D ND 

J = result is less than the RL but greater than or equal to the MDL and the concentration is an estimated value 
ND = compound was not detected at the reporting limit (or MDL or EDL) 

NA = not applicable/compound not analyzed 
D = detection associated with sample dilution 

 
 
 

Table 9: VOCs in Groundwater compared to NYSDEC Class GA GW 
Standards (6/21/2000) 

Contaminant Standard 
(ppb) 

MW-2 MW-2 
duplicate 

MW-4 MW-6 MW-7 MW-8 

benzene 1 ND 28 ND ND ND ND 
ethylbenzene 5 ND ND 3.9 ND ND ND 
m&p-xylenes 5 ND ND 7.8 ND ND ND 
o-xylenes 5 ND ND ND ND ND ND 
isopropylbenzene 5 ND ND ND ND ND ND 
n-propylbenzene 5 ND ND ND ND ND ND 
sec-butylbenzene 5 ND ND ND ND ND ND 
n-butylbenzene 5 NA NA NA NA NA NA 
naphthalene 10 ND ND ND ND ND ND 
methylene chloride 5 ND ND ND 5.4 ND ND 
1,2-dichloroethane 5 ND ND ND ND ND ND 
toluene 5 ND ND ND ND ND ND 
4-methyl-2-pentanone 5 ND ND ND ND ND ND 
methyl tert-butyl ether 5 ND ND ND ND ND ND 
1,3,5-trimethylbenzene 5 ND ND ND ND ND ND 
1,2,4-trimethylbenzene 5 ND ND ND ND ND ND 

ND = compound was not detected at the reporting limit (or MDL or EDL) 
NA = not applicable/compound not analyzed 

 
 
 



 
Table 10: VOCs in Groundwater compared to NYSDEC Class GA GW 

Standards (11/1/2000) 
Contaminant Standard 

(ppb) 
MW-2 MW-4 MW-6 MW-8 

benzene 1 ND ND ND ND 
ethylbenzene 5 ND 19 J ND ND 
m&p-xylenes 5 ND 15 J ND ND 
o-xylenes 5 ND ND ND ND 
isopropylbenzene 5 ND 67 ND ND 
n-propylbenzene 5 ND 130 ND ND 
sec-butylbenzene 5 ND 19 J ND ND 
n-butylbenzene 5 NA 16 J NA NA 
naphthalene 10 ND ND ND ND 
methylene chloride 5 ND ND ND ND 
1,2-dichloroethane 5 4.7 J ND ND ND 
toluene 5 ND ND ND ND 
4-methyl-2-pentanone 5 ND ND ND ND 
methyl tert-butyl ether 5 ND ND ND ND 
1,3,5-trimethylbenzene 5 ND 11 J ND ND 
1,2,4-trimethylbenzene 5 ND 160 3.2 J ND 

J = result is less than the RL but greater than or equal to the MDL and the concentration is an estimated value 
ND = compound was not detected at the reporting limit (or MDL or EDL) 

NA = not applicable/compound not analyzed 
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Appendix B  
Memo to File 



New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 
Division of Environmental Remediation 
Remedial Bureau B, 12th Floor 
625 Broadway, Albany, New York 12233-7016 
Phone: (518) 402-9768 • Fax: (518) 402-9773
Website: www.dec.ny.gov

M E M O R A N D U M 

TO:  Robert Cozzy, Director, Remedial Bureau B 

FROM: Kyle Forster, Project Manager, Section B, Remedial Bureau B 
THRU: Janet Brown, Section Chief, Section B, Remedial Bureau B  

RE: Minor Changes to a Remedy
Site Name: Gansevoort/Franklin Street BCP Site 
Site #:  B00055 
City of Albany, Albany County 

NAME INITIAL DATE
Kyle Forster, Project Manager KF 02/18/15
Janet Brown, Section Chief JEB 02/18/15
Robert Cozzy, Director, Remedial Bureau B 

DATE: February 18, 2015

Current Site Status

The Gansevoort/Franklin Street parcel has been accepted into the New York Works Round II 
Environmental Restoration Program which will allow the selected remedy to be constructed at minimal 
cost to Albany County since the State will pay for 90% of the construction costs.  

The parcel is currently owned by Albany County and located in a neighborhood commercial district (C-
1) in the south end of the City of Albany (see zoning figure, attached). The C-1 zoning does allow for
“home occupations,” suggesting a residential component, as well as restricts commercial businesses 
established after 1993 to the basement and first floors, implying residential use in the upper stories (see 
attached zoning allowed uses). The property is situated in a moderately developed commercial/industrial 
area surrounded by a liquor store, firehouse, gas station, with warehouses to the east, and commercial 
businesses to the south. The County wishes to sell the property, but cannot until the selected remedy in 
the March 2001 Record of Decision (ROD) is implemented.  

02/19/15RJC



Components of the Selected Remedy (see attached Selected Remedy from the 2001 ROD) 

According to the March 2001 ROD, contamination primarily consisted of semi-volatile organic 
compounds (SVOCs) and metals in surface and subsurface soils and petroleum-related volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) in the groundwater. The remedy called for excavating a “hotspot,” placing a 
protective cover or barrier across/over the site, and putting a deed restriction in place preventing 
groundwater usage and taking appropriate action (i.e., excavation and disposal) should intrusive 
activities disturb site soils. 

The “hotspot” aspect of the remedy requires excavation down to 9 feet in the area of monitoring well #4 
(MW-4) because of detections of semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) in exceedance of TAGM 
(Technical and Administrative Guidance Memorandum) 4046 standards at a depth of 1 – 3 feet. 
However, it is unclear why an excavation depth of 9 feet was chosen based on exceedances being 
detected only within the 1 – 3 foot depth interval. Perhaps the intent was to dig down to the water table 
which is at about 9 feet bgs to ensure all the contamination was previously removed. Based on the 
discussion below, the so-called “hot spot” is really a marginal exceedance of certain unrestricted use soil 
cleanup objectives (UUSCOs), something within the range of sampling and analytical variability, and is 
clearly not a “hot spot.” 

Description of New Information

1. The concentrations of SVOCs at the subsurface “hotspot” at 9 feet bgs are lower than the same 
SVOCs detected at other surface soil sample locations not selected for excavation. As outlined 
herein, the “hot spot” excavation appears to be an error. 

2. TAGM 4046 was the soil cleanup guidance in 2001 but it has subsequently been superseded by 6 
NYCRR Part 375.  

Comparison of Changes with Original Remedy 

When comparing the soil data from MW-4 with 6 NYCRR Part 375-6.8, only four SVOCs, 
benz(a)anthracene, chrysene, benzo(a)pyrene, and indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene, are marginally above the 
unrestricted use soil cleanup objectives (UUSCOs) as shown below. In comparison to restricted 
residential SCOs (RRSCOs), which appear to be the highest current and reasonably anticipated future 
use based on the zoning, are marginally exceeded for three of the four SVOCs listed below, the 
exception being chrysene. See comparisons in Table 1. 

Table 1: SVOCs “hot spot” location (1–3 feet bgs) MW-4 vs. 6 NYCRR Part 375-6.8 SCOs 
Contaminant Conc. (ppm) UUSCOs RRSCOs CUSCOs 

benz(a)anthracene 1.1 1 1 5.6 
Chrysene 1.1 1 3.9 56 
benzo(a)pyrene 1.2 1 1 1 
indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 0.64 0.5 0.5 5.6 

Reasoning behind the change and why the remedy remains protective of human health and the 
environment. 

Due to these marginal exceedances of RRSCOs, the “hotspot” excavation is not necessary to be 
protective of public health or the environment, and for the reasonably anticipated future use of the 
property. The deed restriction was put in place at the close of the investigation phase on November 4, 



2010 (see attached). Implementation of the surface cover in addition to the existing deed restrictions 
preventing groundwater use and taking appropriate action should intrusive activities disturb site soils 
will adequately protect the public from the contaminated soils by preventing ingestion or direct contact 
with contaminated soils and groundwater. The surface cover will also prevent migration of contaminants 
that would result in groundwater or surface water contamination. 

Attachments 

ecc w/att: Robert Cozzy, Director, Remedial Bureau B  
  Janet Brown, Section Chief, Section B, Remedial Bureau B  
  Kyle Forster, Project Manager, Section B, Remedial Bureau B 
  Justin Deming, NYSDOH 
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Ganesvoort/Franlkin Street Zoning Map
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Chapter 375. Zoning 

Article XI. Nonresidential District Regulations (Commercial 
Regulations) 

§ 375-71. C-1 Neighborhood Commercial District. 

A.
Principal permitted uses shall be as follows (NOTE: Commercial spaces established after 1993 are 
limited to the basement and first floor; also, any business in a C-1 Zoning District that is open 
between the hours of 11:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. shall be required to obtain a special use permit.):
(1)
Bakeries, not to exceed 5,000 square feet. (Note: In historic districts, the square-foot maximum is 
2,500 square feet.) 
[Amended 3-15-1999 by Ord. No. 62.121.98]
(2)
Banks, not to exceed 5,000 square feet. (Note: In historic districts, the square-foot maximum is 
2,500 square feet.)
(3)
Charitable or religious institutions.
(4)
Drugstores, not to exceed 5,000 square feet. (Note: In historic districts, the square-foot maximum is 
2,500 square feet.)
(5)
Fraternal organizations.
(6)
(Reserved)[1]

[1]:
Editor's Note: Former Subsection A(6), Groceries, was repealed 10-17-1994 by Ord. No. 40.72.94. See 
now § 375-71B(9).
(7)
Houses of worship.
(8)
Ice cream and yogurt shops.
(9)
Personal service outlets.
(10)
Restaurants without alcoholic beverages.
(11)
Retail outlets, not to exceed 5,000 square feet. (In historic districts, the square foot maximum is 
2,500 square feet.)
(12)
Residential uses; the minimum size of dwelling units shall be 600 square feet.
(13)
Art galleries.
(14)
Business services. 
[Added 3-15-1999 by Ord. No. 62.121.98]
B.
Accessory uses shall be as follows: 
[Amended 3-15-1999 by Ord. No. 62.121.98]



(1)
Home occupations.
(2)
Solar collection equipment.
[Added 10-6-2008 by Ord. No. 2.12.08]
C.
Special permit uses shall be as follows: 
[Amended 10-17-1994 by Ord. No. 40.72.94; 3-15-1999 by Ord. No. 62.121.98]
(1)
Any business in a C-1 Zoning District that is open between the hours of 11:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. 
shall be required to obtain a special use permit.
(2)
Adult day-care.
(3)
Automobile service stations.
(4)
Day care.
(5)
Theaters.
(6)
Drive-in banks (Note: Not permitted in Historic Districts.) or ATM windows.
(7)
Funeral homes.
(8)
(Reserved)
(9)
Groceries, not to exceed 5,000 square feet. (Note: In historic districts, the square foot maximum is 
2,500 square feet.)
(10)
Health clubs.
(11)
Indoor recreation.
(12)
Offices.
(13)
Take-out and delivery restaurants.
(14)
Taverns.
(15)
Restaurants serving alcohol.
(16)
Satellite dish antennas.[2]

[2]:
Editor's Note: Former Subsection C(17), Solar collection equipment, which immediately followed this 
subsection, was repealed 10-6-2008 by Ord. No. 2.12.08.
D.
Yard requirements shall be as follows:
(1)
Minimum lot area: 3,200 square feet.
(2)
Minimum lot width: 40 feet.
(3)
Minimum lot depth: 80 feet.



(4)
Maximum lot coverage: 50%.
(5)
Minimum front and side yards: zero feet. 
[Amended 3-15-1999 by Ord. No. 62.121.98]
(6)
Minimum rear yard: 20 feet. 
[Added 3-15-1999 by Ord. No. 62.121.98[3]]
[3]:
Editor's Note: This ordinance also provided for the renumbering of former Subsection D(6) and (7) as 
Subsection D(7) and (8), respectively.
(7)
Maximum building height: 35 feet. 
[Amended 3-15-1999 by Ord. No. 62.121.98]
(8)
Maximum front yard setback: 12 feet.
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SITE SPECIFIC HEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Project 

Name: 

Gansevoort/Franklin Street Parcel  HASP Prepared by: Precision Environmental 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

This Health and Safety Plan (HASP) provides a general description of the levels of personal protection and 

safe operating guidelines expected of each employee associated with the site characterization project 

planned at the Site located at the corner of Gansevoort and Franklin Street in Albany, NY.  This HASP also 

identifies chemical and physical hazards known to be associated with the planned site activities as described 

in the NYSDEC callout dated November 12, 2015. 
 

1.1 GENERAL 
 

The provisions of this HASP are mandatory for all PES personnel engaged in fieldwork associated with the 

environmental services being conducted at The Site. A copy of this HASP and any applicable HASP 

Supplements shall be accessible on site and available for review at all times.  In the event of a conflict 

between this HASP and federal, provincial, state, and local regulations, workers shall follow the most 

stringent/protective requirements. Concurrence with the provisions of this HASP are mandatory for all 

personnel at the site covered by this HASP and must be signed on the acknowledgement page. 
 
1.2 PROJECT POLICY STATEMENT 

 

PES is committed to protecting the safety and health of our employees,  properties and infrastructure that 

are affected by our activities and protecting and preserving the natural environment in which we operate. 

The safety of persons and property is of vital importance to the success of this project and accident 

prevention measures shall be taken toward the avoidance of needless waste and loss. PES personnel will 

maintain a safe and healthy working environment. Subcontractors shall comply with the requirements of 

this HASP, provisions contained within the contract document and all applicable rules, requirements and 

health, safety and environmental regulations. All practical measures shall be taken to promote safety and 

maintain a safe place to work.  
 
1.3 REFERENCES 

 
This HASP conforms to the regulatory requirements and guidelines established in the following 

documents: 
 

• Title 29, Part 1910 of the Code of Federal Regulations (29 CFR 1910), Occupational Safety and 

Health Standards (with special attention to Section 120, Hazardous Waste Operations  and  

Emergency Response). 
 

• Title 29, Part 1926 of the Code of Federal Regulations (29 CFR 1926), Safety and Health 

Regulations for Construction. 
 
 

2.0 SITE INFORMATION AND SCOPE OF WORK 
 

PES will conduct cover application activities at the Site. Work will be performed in accordance with the 

NYSDEC issued callout, dated November 12, 2015. Deviations from the work scope may require that 

changes be made to this HASP, to ensure adequate protection of personnel and other property. 
 

The following is a summary of relevant data concerning the project and the work procedures to be 

performed. 
 

2.1 SITE INFORMATION 
 

This section provides a general description and historical information associated with the 

site. 
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2.1.1 General Description 

 

The Gansevorrt/Franklin Street Parcel site (the “Site”) is an Inactive Hazardous Waste Site (Site No. 

B00055), located at the corner of Gansewoort and Franklin Street, within the City of Albany, Albany 

County, New York.  The Site is currently unoccupied/vacant.     

 

2.1.2 Site Background/History 

 

Two (2) Phase I Environmental Assessments were completed at the Site, concluding there was evidence of 

soil contamination at the site associated with at least two (2) underground storage tanks (USTs). There 

was no indication of any pervasive or large-scale dumping of hazardous materials.  An Interim Remedial 

Measure (IRM) removal of four (4) 1,500-gallon capacity USTs was performed.  A March 2001 Record of 

Decision (ROD) called for the excavation of one contaminated area to a depth of 9-feet with onsite backfill 

application.  A protective cover is required over the entire site consisting of blacktop, building foundation, 

and/or one-foot of clean soil.  
 

2.2 SCOPE OF WORK 
 

The primary objective of the proposed work is to facilitate the installation of a protective cover  over the 

entire site consisting of either blacktop, building foundation, and /or one-foot of clean soil, as prescribed by 

the March 2001 (ROD).   
 

2.2.1 Mobilization/Demobilization 
 

Mobilization and demobilization represent limited pre and post-task activities. These activities include driving 

to and from the site; initial site preparations, backfill delivery and trucking routes; and post-work activities, 

such as removing equipment and general housekeeping.   

 

Access to the site will be only from the south property line along Gansevoort Street.  No access is allowed on 

the adjacent Lawrence Mokhiber Property (Liquor Store) parking lot.  No truck traffic is allowed over the 

existing sidewalk on the east property line, or along Franklin Street. 

 

A flagger for directing traffic for incoming/outgoing trucks is required. 

 

2.2.2 Site Preparation 
 

Site preparation includes utility mark-out and clearance, and the set-up of other work support related items 

are included as well. Other site preparation activities will include the verification of utility mark-outs (on-

site). All utility clearance shall be obtained by the authorizing authority for the subject site. If utility 

locations cannot be verified on-site by the public authority, then a private utility location contractor may 

need to be utilized to confirm/deny the presence of private underground utilities on The Site. Typical 

lead time is 72 hours and the permits generally valid for 14 days. 

 

Work shall begin no earlier than 7:00a,, and noisy equipment shall cease to operate at 5:00pm. 

 

2.2.3 Cover Material Application 
 

The primary objective of the proposed work is to facilitate the installation of a protective cover  over the entire 

site consisting of either blacktop, building foundation, and /or one-foot of clean soil, as prescribed by the 

March 2001 (ROD).  Site activities will include the installation of a one-foot thick site cover consisting of Item 4 

Crusher Run over the entire 0.6 acre site. 

 

2.2.4 Equipment Decontamination 

 

PES will perform decontamination of equipment used to perform work within controlled work areas. 
 

Before cover application has begun, and at the completion of activities, PES will decontaminate the 

equipment that will be used on site, as needed, using a phosphate free detergent and potable water. PES 

will construct a temporary decontamination pad to contain all decontamination water generated during 

decontamination of tools. 
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3.0 HEALTH AND SAFETY HAZARD ASSESSMENT 
 

The potential exists for personnel coming into contact with hazardous materials as well as physical hazards 

during the performance of the work. All potential hazards will be addressed prior to the start of operations. 

Observation of activities and air monitoring during the operation will be continuous.  
 

3.1 PHYSICAL HAZARDS 
 

The following physical hazards are anticipated to be present on the site. 
 
3.1.1     Slips, Trips, Falls, and Protruding Objects 

 
A variety of conditions may exist that may result in injury from slips, trips, falls, and protruding objects. 

Slips and trips may occur as a result of wet, slippery, or uneven walking surfaces. To prevent injuries from 

slips and trips, always keep work areas clean; keep walkways free of objects and debris; and report/clean 

up liquid spills. Protruding objects are any object that extends into the path of travel or working area that 

may cause injury when contacted by personnel. Always be aware of protruding objects and when feasible 

remove or label the protruding object with an appropriate warning. 

 

Slippery, uneven footing and tripping hazards will likely be present at the site. Be vigilant, avoid puddles, 

and wear footwear with slip resistant soles. 
 

Walk around, not over or on top of debris or trash piles. When carrying equipment, identify a path that is 

clear of any obstructions. It might be necessary to remove obstacles to create a smooth, unobstructed 

access point to the work areas on site. 
 

During the winter months, snow shovels and salt crystals should be kept on site to keep work areas 

free of accumulated snow and ice. Furthermore, use sand or other aggregate material to help keep work 

surfaces from being slippery, especially where salt/calcium chloride cannot be used. In addition, make sure 

work boots have soles that provide good traction.  
 

Maintaining a work environment that is free from accumulated debris is the key to preventing slip, trip and 

fall hazards at construction sites. Essential elements of good housekeeping include 
 

• Orderly placement of materials, tools and equipment out of walkways; 
 

• Placing trash receptacles at appropriate locations for the disposal of miscellaneous rubbish; and, 
 

• Prompt removal and secure storage of items that are not needed to perform the immediate task at hand. 
 

3.1.2 Housekeeping 
 

During site activities, work areas will be continuously policed for identification of excess trash and 

unnecessary debris. Excess debris and trash will be collected and stored in an appropriate container (e.g., 

plastic trash bags, garbage can, roll-off bin) prior to disposal. At no time will debris or trash be 

intermingled with waste PPE or contaminated materials.  
 

3.1.3 Manual Lifting 
 

Most materials associated with investigation and remedial activities are moved by hand. The human body 

is subject to severe damage in the forms of back injury, muscle strains, and hernia if caution is not observed 

in the handling process. Whenever possible, use mechanical assistance to lift or move materials and at a 

minimum, use at least two people to lift, or roll/lift with your arms as close to the body as possible. 
 

3.1.4 Utilities 
 

Various forms of underground/overhead utility lines or pipes may be encountered during site activities. Prior 

to the start of intrusive operations, utility clearance is mandated, as well as obtaining authorization 

from all concerned public utility department offices. If insufficient data is available to accurately determine 

the location of the utility lines, PES will hand clear or use soft dig techniques to a depth of at least six (6) 

feet below ground surface in the proposed areas of subsurface investigation. Should intrusive operations 

cause equipment to come into contact with utility lines, the Site Safety Officer (SSO) and PES management 
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will be notified immediately. Work will be suspended until the applicable utility agency is contacted and the 

appropriate actions for the particular situations can be taken. The phone number for the applicable 

state agency is provided in the Emergency Contacts list found in Section 8. 
 

Ensure drill rig and operators, truck drivers, etc. and signal person are aware of overhead power lines when 

working around overhead power lines. Overhead power and utility lines may be present on, or adjacent to, 

the site and represent a potential hazard during the mobe/demobe of equipment and supplies. Maintain a 

minimum of 10 feet between overhead power lines and drill rig mast. Any deviation must be approved by 

the SSO and PES management. 

 

3.1.5 Dust and Odor Control 
 

While dust generation is not anticipated, specific controls will be implemented if needed.  If dust is observed 

in the work area or reaching or approaching the site boundary, activities causing the dust will be immediately 

stopped. Dust control measures (water spray, soil covers, slower work pace, or change in work activities) 

will be deployed prior to resuming work.   
 

Based on available data, odors are not anticipated to be of concern at The Site. In the event that an 

odor complaint is received, the SSO will immediately assess site conditions and determine the probable 

cause or causes. Appropriate odor mitigation measures will be deployed. These measures may include 

deploying odor suppressing foam, implementation of air monitoring or discontinuing activities that are 

generating the odor. 

 

A community air monitoring program (CAMP) will be implemented during site activities to provide for real-

time monitoring for volatile organic compounds and particulates as a measure of protection for the downwind 

community from potential airborne contaminant releases as a direct result of remedial/cover application 

activities. 

 

The CAMP will be performed in accordance with NYSDEC Final DER-10 Technical Guidance for Site 

Investigation and Remediation – Appendix 1A – New York State Department of Health Generic Community 

Air Monitoring Plan. 
 

3.1.6 Traffic Control 
 

During certain work tasks, the establishment of traffic control to adequately protect workers and the public 

may be required. Site specific requirements will be determined by the SSO on a case-by-case basis. General 

traffic control precautions include placing a work vehicle between your worksite and oncoming traffic 

whenever possible. Not only is it a large, visible warning sign, but also if an oncoming car should fail to yield 

or deviate, the parked vehicle rather than your body would absorb the first impact of a crash. Turn the 

vehicle wheels so that if it was struck, it would swing away from the worksite. When using cones or other 

devices to modify traffic flow, ensure use of the proper taper length and device spacing to provide 

adequate warning distance to on-coming motor vehicles. In addition, proper PPE is to be worn during traffic 

operations, to include hardhat and high-visibility vests.  

 

Access to the site will be only from the south property line along Gansevoort Street.  No access is allowed on 

the adjacent Lawrence Mokhiber Property (Liquor Store) parking lot.  No truck traffic is allowed over the 

existing sidewalk on the east property line, or along Franklin Street. 

 

A flagger for directing traffic for incoming/outgoing trucks is required. 

 

3.2 WEATHER HAZARDS 
 

The Site Safety Officer will be attentive to daily weather forecasts for the project area each morning. 

Predicted weather conditions of potential field impact are to be included in safety briefings for that day. 

Weather-related hazards will directly correlate to the type of weather involved. Hot, dry weather may cause 

greater dust emissions, particularly during intrusive activities. Rain and snow may increase slip/trip hazards, 

particularly for ground workers. 
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Severe weather can occur with little warning. Employees will be vigilant for the potentials for storms, 

lightning, high winds, and flash flood events. Additionally, lightning strikes during electrical storms could also be 

a potential hazard. The following procedures will be implemented once thunder is heard or lightning spotted: 
 

1) If thunder is heard, all site personnel are to be alert of any visible lightning flashes. The SSO will 

observe the storm front and track the direction it is moving. The SSO will continue to observe the 

storm front until it passes or until the prevailing direction is determined to be away from the site. 
 
2) If lightning is observed, the SSO is to be notified. When the next lightning flash is observed, a 

“second” count shall be initiated from the time the lightning is observed until the thunder from the 

strike is heard. 
 
3) The following action guidelines shall be implemented once the “second” count is </= 30 

seconds: 
 

a) “second” count > 30, the SSO will continually observe the storm front. If the front is moving 

away, work will continue. If the front is moving towards the site, the SSO will initially place 

workers on alert for potential evacuation. 
 

b) “second” count </= 30, the SSO will issue the evacuation command and all workers are to 

vacate the work area and equipment. Work can be re-initiated once the front has passed by and 

thunder has not been heard for 30 minutes. 

4) If lightning is observed and the storm front is moving away from or around the site and is > 20 

miles away, work will be permitted to continue.   The location of the storm can be confirmed via 

internet access to a local weather website that has a Doppler radar tracking system. 
 

3.3 Excavation 
 

A Task specific hazard assessment has been completed for all tasks identified in the Scope of Work.   
 

Non-Chemical Hazard Applicable? 

Electrical (overhead lines) Yes 

Electrical (underground lines) Yes 

Gas/Water Lines Yes 

Excavation Equipment No 

Machinery Yes 

Heat Exposure No 

Cold Exposure Yes 

Oxygen Deficiency No 

Confined Spaces No 

Noise Yes 

Ionizing Radiation No 

Non-ionizing Radiation No 

Fire No 

 
 
As a result of unanticipated work activities or changing conditions, additional hazard assessments may be 

required. All additional assessments will be reviewed and approved by the SSO and PES management. 
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Community air monitoring will be done throughout the project as deemed necessary by the SSO, given the work 

tasks that are being performed and site specific conditions encountered. 

 
4.0 PROJECT PERSONNEL RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

4.1 PROJECT MANAGER 
 
This person will act in a supervisory capacity over all employees and activities with respect to The 
Site. The Project Manager has the authority to direct response operations and assumes total control 
over all site activities. Stephen Phelps is the Project Manager. Stephen Phelps can be reached at 518-
885-4399 (office) or at 518-528-1427 (cell phone). 

 
4.2 SITE SAFETY OFFICER (SSO) 
 
This individual advises the project manager/supervisor on all aspects of health and safety on site.  
This individual also has the authority to stop work if any operation threatens workers or public safety 
and health. Depending on circumstances, the Project Manager may act as the SSO as well. The SSO 
will be assigned at the start of the project. 
 
 
4.3 EMPLOYEES 
 
 

Responsibilities of employees associated with this project include, but are not limited to: 

•••• Understanding and abiding by the policies and procedures specified in the HASP and other 

applicable safety policies, and clarifying those areas where understanding is incomplete. 

•••• Providing feedback to health and safety management relating to omissions and modifications in 

the HASP or other safety policies. 

•••• Notifying the SSO immediately and then in writing, of unsafe conditions and acts. 

 

4.4 SUBCONTRACTORS 
 

Each PES subcontractor is responsible for assigning specific work tasks to their employees. Each 

subcontractor's management will provide qualified employees and allocate sufficient time, materials, and 

equipment to safely complete assigned tasks. In particular, each subcontractor is responsible for equipping 

its personnel with any required personnel protective equipment (PPE and all required training). 
 

PES considers each subcontractor to be an expert in all aspects of the work operations for which they are 

tasked to provide, and each subcontractor is responsible for compliance with the regulatory requirements 

that pertain to those services. Each subcontractor is expected to perform its operations in accordance with 

its own unique safety policies and procedures, in order to ensure that hazards associated with the 

performance of the work activities are properly controlled. Copies of any required safety documentation for 

a subcontractor's work activities will be provided to PES for review prior to the start of onsite activities, if 

required. 
 

Hazards not listed in this HASP but known to any subcontractor, or known to be associated with a 

subcontractor's services, must be identified and addressed to the PES PM or the SSO prior to beginning 

work operations. The SSO or authorized representative has the authority to halt any subcontractor 

operations, and to remove any subcontractor or subcontractor employee from the site for failure to comply 

with established health and safety procedures or for operating in an unsafe manner. 
 
4.5 VISITORS 
 

Authorized visitors (e.g., client representatives, regulators, PES management staff, etc.) requiring entry to 

any work location on the site will be briefed by SSO on the hazards present at that location. Visitors will be 
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escorted at all times at the work location and will be responsible for compliance with their employer's health 

and safety policies. In addition, this HASP specifies the minimum acceptable qualifications, training and 

personal protective equipment which are required for entry to any controlled work area; visitors must 

comply with these requirements at all times. 
 

4.5.1 Visitor Access 
 

Visitors to any HAZWOPER controlled-work area must comply with the health and safety requirements of 

this HASP, and demonstrate an acceptable need for entry into the work area. All visitors desiring to 

enter any controlled work area must observe the following procedures: 
 

1. A written confirmation must be received by PES documenting that each of the visitors has received the 

proper training and medical monitoring required by this HASP. Verbal confirmation can be considered 

acceptable provided such confirmation is made by an officer or other authorized representative of 

the visitor's organization. 
 

2. Each visitor will be briefed on the hazards associated with the site activities being performed 

and acknowledge receipt of this briefing by signing the appropriate tailgate safety briefing form. 
 

3. All visitors must be escorted by an PES employee. 

 

5.0  PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
 

5.1 PERSONAL PROTECTIVE UIPMENT 
 

 

The purpose of personal protective equipment (PPE) is to provide a barrier, which will shield or 

isolate individuals from the chemical and/or physical hazards that may be encountered during work 

activities. Table 7-1 lists the minimum PPE required during site operations and additional PPE that may be 

necessary.  All personnel will be provided with appropriate personal safety equipment and protective 

clothing.  Each individual will be properly trained in the use of this safety equipment before the start of field 

activities.  Safety equipment and protective clothing shall be used as directed by the SSO.  All such 

equipment and clothing will be cleaned and maintained in proper condition by the personnel.  The SSO will 

monitor the maintenance of personal protective equipment to ensure proper procedures are followed. 

 
 

By signing this HASP the employee agrees having been trained in the use, limitations, care and 

maintenance of the protective equipment to be used by the employee at this project. If training has not 

been provided, request same of the PM/SSO for the proper training before signing. 
 

The personal protective equipment levels designated below are in conformance with EPA criteria for Level A, 

B, C, and D protection.  All respiratory protective equipment used will be approved by NIOSH/MSHA. 
 

 
 
 

TABLE 5-1: Personal Protective Equipment 
 

 

TYPE 
 

 

MATERIAL 
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Minimum PPE 

Safety Vest ANSI Type II high-visibility Must have reflective tape/be visible from all sides 

Boots Leather  ANSI approved safety toe 

Safety Glasses   ANSI Approved 

Hard Hat   ANSI Approved 

Work Uniform   No shorts/cutoff jeans or sleeveless shirts 
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Additional PPE: 

Hearing Protection Ear plugs and/ or muffs In hazardous noise areas 

Leather Gloves   If working with sharp objects or powered 

equipment. 

Protective Chemical Gloves Nitrile  During handling of all potential chemically 

impacted media. 

Protective Chemical 

Coveralls 

Tyvek  For   use   where   contact   potential   with   

chemically impacted media exists. 

Protective Chemical Boots Rubber Overbooties or 

dedicated rubber boots 

For   use   where   contact   potential   with   

chemically impacted media exists. 

Level C Respiratory 
Protection 

MSA (Full Face or equivalent) 
equipped with GME/P100 

Upgrade  based  on  air   monitoring  

requirements established in Table 3-2.2 

Sunscreen SPF 30 or higher  

Cold Weather Gear Hard hat liner, hand warmers, 
insulated gloves 

 

 

5.2 PPE DOFFING AND DONNING INFORMATION 
 

The following information is to provide field personnel with helpful hints that, when applied, make donning 

and doffing of PPE a more safe and manageable task: 
 

• Never cut disposable booties from your feet with basic utility knives. This has resulted in 

workers cutting through the booty and the underlying sturdy leather work boot, resulting in significant 

cuts to the legs/ankles. Recommend using a pair of scissors or a package/letter opener (cut above 

and parallel with the work boot) to start a cut in the edge of the booty, then proceed by manually 

tearing the material down to the sole of the booty for easy removal. 
 

• When applying duct tape to PPE interfaces (wrist, lower leg, around respirator, etc.) and zippers, 

leave approximately one inch at the end of the tape to fold over onto itself. This will make it much 

easier to remove the tape by providing a small handle to grab while still wearing gloves. Without this 

fold, trying to pull up the tape end with multiple gloves on may be difficult and result in premature 

tearing of the PPE. 
 

• Have a “buddy” check your ensemble to ensure proper donning before entering controlled work 

areas. Without mirrors, the most obvious discrepancies can go unnoticed and may result in a potential 

exposure situation. 
 

• Never perform personal decontamination with a pressure washer. 
 
 
 

6.0 DECONTAMINATION 
 

6.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
 

All possible and necessary steps shall be taken to reduce or minimize contact with chemicals and 

contaminated/impacted materials while performing field activities (e.g., avoid sitting or leaning on, 

walking through, dragging equipment through or over, tracking, or splashing potential or known 

contaminated/impacted materials, etc). 
 

All personal decontamination activities shall be performed with an attendant (buddy) to provide 

assistance to personnel that are performing decontamination activities. Depending on specific site 

hazards, attendants may be required to wear a level of protection that is equal to the required level in 

the Exclusion Zone (EZ). 
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All persons and equipment entering the EZ shall be considered contaminated, and thus, must be 

properly decontaminated prior to entering the CRZ. 
 

Decontamination procedures may vary based on site conditions and nature of the contaminant(s). If 

chemicals or decontamination solutions are used, care should be taken to minimize reactions 

between the solutions and contaminated materials. In addition, personnel must assess the potential 

exposures created by the decontamination chemical(s) or solutions. The applicable Material Safety 

Data Sheet (MSDS) must be reviewed, implemented, and filed by personnel contacting the 

chemicals/solutions. 
 

All contaminated PPE and decontamination materials shall be contained, stored and disposed of in 

accordance with site-specific requirements determined by site management. 

 

6.2 DECONTAMINATION EQUIPMENT 
 

The equipment required to perform decontamination may vary based on site-specific conditions and 

the nature of the contaminant(s). The following equipment is commonly used for decontamination 

purposes: 
 

•••• Soft-bristle scrub brushes or long-handled brushes to remove contaminants; 
 

•••• Hoses, buckets of water or garden sprayers for rinsing; 
 

•••• Large plastic/galvanized wash tubs or children's wading pools for washing and rinsing 

solutions; 
 

•••• Large plastic garbage cans or similar containers lined with plastic bags for the storage of 

contaminated clothing and equipment; 
 

•••• Metal or plastic cans or drums for the temporary storage of contaminated liquids; and 
 

•••• Paper or cloth towels for drying protective clothing and equipment. 
 

6.3 PERSONAL/EQUIPMENT DECONTAMINATION 
 

All equipment leaving the EZ shall be considered contaminated and must be properly 

decontaminated to minimize the potential for exposure and off-site migration of impacted materials. 

Such equipment may include, but is not limited to: sampling tools, heavy equipment, vehicles, PPE, 

support devices (e.g., hoses, cylinders, etc.), and various handheld tools. 
 

All employees performing equipment decontamination shall wear the appropriate PPE to protect 

against exposure to contaminated materials. The level of PPE may be equivalent to the level of PPE 

required in the EZ. Other PPE may include splash protection, such as face-shields and splash suits, and 

knee protectors. Following equipment decontamination, employees may be required to follow the 

proper personal decontamination procedures above. 
 

 

 

 

Personnel decontamination should consist of the following procedure: 
 

1. For Overbootie Removal 
 

•••• Grasp top of overbootie and roll downward (inside out) 
 

•••• Using gloved hands, place booties in receptacle 
 

2. For Suit Removal 
 

•••• Unzip suit and remove arms, turning inside-out 
 

•••• Slide suit down, over waist 
 

•••• Slide suit downward over legs, and step out 
 

•••• Using gloved hands, grasp inside of suit, and place in receptacle. 
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3. For Glove removal: 
 

•••• Grasp the cuff of the dominant hand and pull glove over the bulk of the hand, leaving the 

fingers inside the glove. 
 

•••• Use the dominant hand to grasp the cuff of the non-dominant hand and pull the glove 

completely off (inside-out) and place inside of the dominant hand glove. 
 

•••• Once removed, employee should only touch the inside material of the dominant hand glove. 
 

•••• Thoroughly wash hands. 
 

4. For APR Removal 
 

•••• Remove cartridges and place in receptacle 
 

•••• Loosen straps, grasp back strap and face piece, and doff mask 
 

•••• Decon mask and hang to dry 
 

All employees who are expected to don respiratory protection must have successfully passed a 

qualitative or quantitative fit-test within the past year for the brand, model and size respirator 

they plan to don. If worn, respirators will be cleaned after each use with respirator wipe pads 

and will be stored in plastic bags after cleaning. Respirators will be thoroughly cleaned using 

disinfectant material within one week following any respirator use. Refer to the cleaning instructions 

provided with the respirator or specified in the OSHA regulations at 29 CFR 1910.134. 
 

For larger equipment, a high-pressure washer may need to be used. Some contaminants require 

the use of a detergent or chemical solution and scrub brushes to ensure proper decontamination. 

Before heavy equipment and trucks are taken offsite, the SSO will visually inspect them for signs of 

contamination. If contamination is present, the equipment must be decontaminated. 
 

For smaller equipment, use the following steps for 

decontamination: 
 

1. Remove majority of visible gross contamination in EZ. 

2. Wash  equipment  in  decontamination  solution  with a  scrub  brush  and/or  power  wash  

heavy equipment. 

3. Rinse equipment. 

4. Visually inspect for remaining contamination. 

5. Follow appropriate personal decontamination steps outlined above. 
 

All decontaminated equipment shall be visually inspected for contamination prior to leaving the 

Contaminant Reduction Zone (CRZ). Signs of visible contamination may include an oily sheen, residue 

or contaminated soils left on the equipment. All equipment with visible signs of contamination shall 

be discarded or re- decontaminated until clean. Depending on the nature of the contaminant, 

equipment may have to be analyzed using a wipe method or other means. 

7.0 RESPONSE/WORK AREAS 

7.1 GENERAL 
 

The purpose of site control is to minimize potential contamination of workers, protect the public 

from site hazards, and prevent vandalism. The degree of site control necessary depends on the site 

characteristics, site size, and the surrounding community. 
 

Controlled work areas will be established at each work location, and if required, will be established 

directly prior to the work being conducted. Diagrams designating specific controlled work areas will 

be drawn on site maps, posted in the support vehicle or trailer and discussed during the daily safety 

meetings. If the site layout changes, the new areas and their potential hazards will be discussed 

immediately after the changes are made. 
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7.2 CONTROLLED WORK AREAS 
 

Each HAZWOPER controlled work area will consist of the following three 

zones: 
 

• Exclusion Zone (EZ):  Contaminated work area. 
 

• Contamination Reduction Zone (CRZ):  Decontamination area. 
 

• Support Zone (SZ): Uncontaminated or “clean area” where personnel should not be 

exposed to hazardous conditions. 
 

Each zone will be periodically monitored in accordance with the air monitoring requirements established 

in this HASP. The Exclusion Zone and the Contamination Reduction Zone are considered work areas. 

The Support Zone is accessible to the public (e.g., vendors, inspectors). 
 

7.2.1 Exclusion Zone 
 

The Exclusion Zone is the area where primary activities occur, such as sampling, remediation 

operations, installation of wells, cleanup work, etc. This area must be clearly marked with hazard tape, 

barricades or cones, or enclosed by fences or ropes. Only personnel involved in work activities, 

and meeting the requirements specified in this HASP will be allowed in an Exclusion Zone. 
 

The extent of each area will be sufficient to ensure that personnel located at/beyond its boundaries 

will not be affected in any substantial way by hazards associated with sample collection activities. 

 

Perimeter fence will be installed to limit/preent public access to the onsite equipment and work areas 

during the cover material application. 

 

All personnel should be alert to prevent unauthorized, accidental entrance into controlled-access 

areas (the EZ and CRZ). If such an entry should occur, the trespasser should be immediately 

escorted outside the area, or all HAZWOPER-related work must cease. All personnel, equipment, and 

supplies that enter controlled-access areas must be decontaminated or containerized as waste prior to 

leaving (through the CRZ only). 
 

7.2.2 Contamination Reduction Zone 
 

The Contamination Reduction Zone is the transition area between the contaminated area and the 

clean area. Decontamination is the main focus in this area. The decontamination of workers and 

equipment limits the physical transfer of hazardous substances into the clean area. This area must 

also be clearly marked with hazard tape and access limited to personnel involved in decontamination. 
 

7.2.3 Support Zone 
 

The Support Zone is an uncontaminated zone where administrative and other support functions, such 

as first aid, equipment supply, emergency information, etc., are located. The Support Zone shall have 

minimal potential for significant exposure to contaminants (i.e., background levels). 
 

Employees will establish a Support Zone (if necessary) at the site before the commencement of site 

activities. The Support Zone would also serve as the entry point for controlling site access. 

 

8.0 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
 

Although the potential for an emergency to occur is remote, an emergency action plan has been 

prepared for this project should such critical situations arise.  In the event of a site emergency, fire, 

medical, spill, site personnel will immediately notify on site or outside emergency personnel. The 

PM/SSO if not on site will be immediately notified.  
 

8.1 SAFETY ACCIDENT/INCIDENT REPORTING 
 

All accidents and incidents that occur on-site during any field activity will be promptly reported to the 

SSO and the immediate supervisor. 
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If any PES employee is injured and requires medical treatment, the Site Supervisor will report the 

incident in accordance with PES’s incident reporting procedures. A copy of the final Supervisor’s Report 

of Incident will be provided to PES Management before the end of the following shift. 
 
If any employee of a subcontractor is injured, documentation of the incident will be accomplished in 

accordance with the subcontractor’s procedures; however, copies of all documentation (which at a 

minimum must include the OSHA Form 301 or equivalent) must be provided to the SSO within 

24 hours after the accident has occurred. 
 
All accidents/incidents will be investigated. 
 

8.2 ENVIRONMENTAL SPILL/RELEASE REPORTING 
 
All environmental spills or releases of hazardous materials (e.g., fuels, solvents, etc.), whether in 

excess of the Reportable Quantity or not, will be reported to the PM and PES management.  In 

determining whether a spill or release must be reported to a regulatory agency, the Site Supervisor 

will assess the quantity of the spill or release and evaluate the reporting criteria against the state-

specific reporting requirements, applicable regulatory permit, and/or client-specific reporting 

procedures. 

TABLE 8-2: Emergency Contacts 

 
Nearest Hospital:      Albany 
Medical Center: Emergency 
Medicine, 47 New Scotland Ave, 
Albany, New York 12208 (Map 
and Directions provided in 
Appendix A)  

  
518-262-3773 

   

Ambulance  911 

   

Fire Department  911 

   

Emergency Control  911 

   

Police Department  911 

   

Poison Control Center Upstate Medical Center 800-336-6997 

   

US Government Chemical Toxin 
Spills, Oil Spills, and Pollutant 
Discharges 

 800-424-8802 

   

National Response Center 
 (for all emergencies) 

 800-424-8800 

   

NYSDEC Oil & Chemical Spills 
24-hour Hotline 

 800-457-7362 

PES Project Manager 
   Stephen Phelps 

 518-528-1427 

NYSDEC Project Manager 
 Kyle Forster 

 518-402-8644 

   

Dig Safely NY   811 
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9.0 MISCELLANEOUS HEALTH AND SAFETY ITEMS 

9.1 HEAT STRESS 
 
Pervious clothing: when the ambient air temperature has exceed 80º F for more than one hour the Safety 
Officer will begin to monitor employees for signs of heat stress.  Monitoring will take the form of measuring 
oral temperatures.  The air temperature will be measured after every shift at a minimum or as determined 
by the Safety Officer. 

 
Impervious clothing:  when the ambient air temperature has exceeded 70ºF for one hour, the Safety 
Officer will begin to monitor employees for signs of heat stress.  Monitoring will take the form of measuring 
oral temperatures.  As the air temperature exceeds 85ºF, oral temperatures will be measured after every 
shift at a minimum or as determined by the Safety Officer. 

 
In the event that the oral temperature at the beginning of the rest period exceeds 100ºF, the employee 
will be decontaminated and be advised to proceed to an air conditioned room or to apply wet cloths to 
his/her head and neck areas and to drink some fluids.  At the end of the rest period, the oral temperature 
will be taken again to ensure that the employee’s temperature is below 100ºF. If the oral temperature has 
remained above 100ºF, the employee will be advised to take a shower to reduce his/her temperature. 
However, if the oral temperature still remains above 100ºF after the shower, the employee will be 
immediately sent to consult a physician. 
 

9.2 COLD WORK ENVIRONMENTS  
 
Planning for work in cold weather is the most important defense. Wearing the appropriate clothing and 
being aware of how your body is reacting to the cold are important to preventing cold stress. Avoiding 
alcohol, certain medications and smoking can also help minimize the risk. 
 
Protective clothing:  Wearing the right clothing is the most important way to avoid cold stress.  The type of 
fabric also makes a difference. Cotton loses its insulation value when it becomes wet. Wool, on the other 
hand, retains its insulation even when wet. The following are recommendations for working in cold 
environments: 
  
 Wear at least three layers of clothing: 
  An outer layer to break the wind and allow some ventilation (Goretex® or nylon) 

A middle layer of down or wool to absorb sweat and provide insulation even when wet 
An inner layer of cotton or synthetic weave to allow ventilation 

  Wear a hat.  Up to 40% of body heat can be lost when the head is left exposed. 
  Wear insulated boots or footwear. 
  Have a change of dry clothes available. 
 
Work Practices 
 
 Drink lots of fluids.  Avoid caffeine and alcohol. 
 If possible, heavy work should be scheduled during the warmer parts of the day.  
 Take breaks. 
 
Signs and Symptoms: 
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Mild Hypothermia 
Shivering 
Lack of coordination, stumbling 
Fumbling hands 
Slurred speech 
Memory Loss 
Pale, cold skin 
 
Moderate Hypothermia  
Shivering stops 
Unable to walk or stand 
Confused and irrational 
 
Severe Hypothermia 
Severe muscle stiffness 
Very sleepy or unconscious 
Ice cold skin 
Death 
 
What To Do:  Move to warm area, stay active, remove wet clothes and replace with dry clothes or 
blankets, cover the head, drink warm (not hot) sugary drink. Moderate to severe hypothermia all of the 
above plus call 911, cover all extremities completely, place hot packs or water bottles on the victim’s neck, 
head, chest and groin.  Severe hypothermia do not re-warm the body. 
 
Frostbite 
Cold, tingling or aching feeling in frostbitten area, followed by numbness. 
Skin color turns red, then purple, then white or very pale.  Cold to the touch. 
Blisters in severe cases. 
 
What to Do: Call 911. Don’t rub the area. Wrap in soft cloth. Run under warm water not hot water if help 
is delayed. 
 

10.0     SAFETY MEETINGS/COMMUNICATION 
 

10.1    TAILGATE MEETINGS 
 

Prior to the commencement of daily project activities, a tailgate meeting will be conducted by the PM/SSO to 

review the specific requirements of this HASP. Attendance at the daily tailgate meeting is mandatory for all 

employees at the site covered by this HASP and must be documented on the attendance form. All safety 

training documentation is to be maintained in the project file by the SSO. 

 

Additional safety meetings will be held on an as required basis. 
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10.2       HAZARD COMMUNICATION 
 

Hazardous materials that may be encountered as existing on-site environmental or physical/health 

contaminants during the work activities are addressed in this HASP and their properties, hazards and associated 

required controls will be communicated to all affected staff and subcontractors. 
 
 

All personnel shall be briefed on the hazards of any chemical product they use, and shall be aware of and 

have access to all MSDS. 
 

All containers on site shall be properly labeled to indicate their contents. Labeling on any containers not 

intended for single-day, individual use shall contain additional information indicating potential health and safety 

hazards (flammability, reactivity, etc.). 
 
 

10.3   BUDDY SYSTEM 
 

All field personnel will use the buddy system when working within any controlled work area. Personnel 

belonging to another organization on site can serve as "buddies" for PES personnel. Under no 

circumstances will any employee be present alone in a controlled work area.  

 
11.0      TRAINING 
 

All field personnel will be 40 Hour HAZWOPER and 10 Hour Construction Safety trained. 
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Appendix 1A 
New York State Department of Health 

Generic Community Air Monitoring Plan 
 
Overview 
 

A Community Air Monitoring Plan (CAMP) requires real-time monitoring for volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) and particulates (i.e., dust) at the downwind perimeter of each designated work area 
when certain activities are in progress at contaminated sites. The CAMP is not intended for use in 
establishing action levels for worker respiratory protection. Rather, its intent is to provide a measure of 
protection for the downwind community (i.e., off-site receptors including residences and businesses and 
on-site workers not directly involved with the subject work activities) from potential airborne 
contaminant releases as a direct result of investigative and remedial work activities. The action levels 
specified herein require increased monitoring, corrective actions to abate emissions, and/or work 
shutdown. Additionally, the CAMP helps to confirm that work activities did not spread contamination 
off-site through the air. 
 

The generic CAMP presented below will be sufficient to cover many, if not most, sites. Specific 
requirements should be reviewed for each situation in consultation with NYSDOH to ensure proper 
applicability. In some cases, a separate site-specific CAMP or supplement may be required. Depending 
upon the nature of contamination, chemical- specific monitoring with appropriately-sensitive methods 
may be required. Depending upon the proximity of potentially exposed individuals, more stringent 
monitoring or response levels than those presented below may be required. Special requirements will be 
necessary for work within 20 feet of potentially exposed individuals or structures and for indoor work 
with co-located residences or facilities. These requirements should be determined in consultation with 
NYSDOH.  
 

Reliance on the CAMP should not preclude simple, common-sense measures to keep VOCs, dust, 
and odors at a minimum around the work areas. 
 
Community Air Monitoring Plan 
 

Depending upon the nature of known or potential contaminants at each site, real-time air 
monitoring for VOCs and/or particulate levels at the perimeter of the exclusion zone or work area will 
be necessary. Most sites will involve VOC and particulate monitoring; sites known to be contaminated 
with heavy metals alone may only require particulate monitoring. If radiological contamination is a 
concern, additional monitoring requirements may be necessary per consultation with appropriate 
DEC/NYSDOH staff.  
 

Continuous monitoring will be required for all ground intrusive activities and during the 
demolition of contaminated or potentially contaminated structures. Ground intrusive activities 
include, but are not limited to, soil/waste excavation and handling, test pitting or trenching, and the 
installation of soil borings or monitoring wells. 

 
Periodic monitoring for VOCs will be required during non-intrusive activities such as the 
collection of soil and sediment samples or the collection of groundwater samples from existing 
monitoring wells. APeriodic@ monitoring during sample collection might reasonably consist of 
taking a reading upon arrival at a sample location, monitoring while opening a well cap or 
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overturning soil, monitoring during well baling/purging, and taking a reading prior to leaving a 
sample location. In some instances, depending upon the proximity of potentially exposed 
individuals, continuous monitoring may be required during sampling activities. Examples of such 
situations include groundwater sampling at wells on the curb of a busy urban street, in the midst of 
a public park, or adjacent to a school or residence. 

 
VOC Monitoring, Response Levels, and Actions 
 

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) must be monitored at the downwind perimeter of the 
immediate work area (i.e., the exclusion zone) on a continuous basis or as otherwise specified. Upwind 
concentrations should be measured at the start of each workday and periodically thereafter to establish 
background conditions, particularly if wind direction changes. The monitoring work should be 
performed using equipment appropriate to measure the types of contaminants known or suspected to be 
present. The equipment should be calibrated at least daily for the contaminant(s) of concern or for an 
appropriate surrogate. The equipment should be capable of calculating 15-minute running average 
concentrations, which will be compared to the levels specified below. 
 

1. If the ambient air concentration of total organic vapors at the downwind perimeter of the work 
area or exclusion zone exceeds 5 parts per million (ppm) above background for the 15-minute average, 
work activities must be temporarily halted and monitoring continued. If the total organic vapor level 
readily decreases (per instantaneous readings) below 5 ppm over background, work activities can 
resume with continued monitoring. 
 

2. If total organic vapor levels at the downwind perimeter of the work area or exclusion zone 
persist at levels in excess of 5 ppm over background but less than 25 ppm, work activities must be 
halted, the source of vapors identified, corrective actions taken to abate emissions, and monitoring 
continued. After these steps, work activities can resume provided that the total organic vapor level 200 
feet downwind of the exclusion zone or half the distance to the nearest potential receptor or 
residential/commercial structure, whichever is less - but in no case less than 20 feet, is below 5 ppm over 
background for the 15-minute average. 
 

3. If the organic vapor level is above 25 ppm at the perimeter of the work area, activities must be 
shutdown. 
 

4. All 15-minute readings must be recorded and be available for State (DEC and NYSDOH) 
personnel to review. Instantaneous readings, if any, used for decision purposes should also be recorded.  
 
Particulate Monitoring, Response Levels, and Actions 
 

Particulate concentrations should be monitored continuously at the upwind and downwind 
perimeters of the exclusion zone at temporary particulate monitoring stations. The particulate 
monitoring should be performed using real-time monitoring equipment capable of measuring particulate 
matter less than 10 micrometers in size (PM-10) and capable of integrating over a period of 15 minutes 
(or less) for comparison to the airborne particulate action level. The equipment must be equipped with 
an audible alarm to indicate exceedance of the action level. In addition, fugitive dust migration should 
be visually assessed during all work activities. 
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1. If the downwind PM-10 particulate level is 100 micrograms per cubic meter (mcg/m3) greater 
than background (upwind perimeter) for the 15-minute period or if airborne dust is observed leaving the 
work area, then dust suppression techniques must be employed. Work may continue with dust 
suppression techniques provided that downwind PM-10 particulate levels do not exceed 150 mcg/m3 
above the upwind level and provided that no visible dust is migrating from the work area. 
 

2. If, after implementation of dust suppression techniques, downwind PM-10 particulate levels 
are greater than 150 mcg/m3 above the upwind level, work must be stopped and a re-evaluation of 
activities initiated. Work can resume provided that dust suppression measures and other controls are 
successful in reducing the downwind PM-10 particulate concentration to within 150 mcg/m3 of the 
upwind level and in preventing visible dust migration. 
 

3. All readings must be recorded and be available for State (DEC and NYSDOH) and County 
Health personnel to review. 
 
December 2009 
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NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION
DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION

STANDBY CONTRACTOR AUTHORIZATION FORM
For Response & Containment, Investigation & Remediation

and Laboratory Services Contractors

Region:

Contract No.: C100906

Contractor Selected: PRECISION ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC (REM)

PIN (if applicable):

General Information

4 Site No.: B00055 CallOut ID: 126260

Site Information - 

CallOut 11/12/2015

Name: County: Albany

Address: Corner of Gansevoort and Franklin Streets, Albany (C)

Gansevoort/Franklin Street Parcel

SCOPE OF WORK (Provide brief detailed description):

Background:

The Gansevoort Franklin Street parcel has been accepted into the New York Works Round II Environmental
Restoration Program which will allow facilitate implementation of the  remedy selected in the March 2001
Record of Decision. The ROD calls for the construction of a 1 foot soil cover or equivalent over the entire
0.6 acre site.
Scope of Work:

For this Call Out, Precision Environmental is responsible for installing a 1-foot thick site cover (cover)
consisting of Item 4 Crusher Run over the entire 0.6 acre site (except as noted below).
Preparation work prior to cover construction:

1. The source of the cover material must be pre-approved by DEC prior to delivery to the site and utilities
in the vicinity of any subsurface activity (re-grading along eastern corner) must be marked out prior to
commencement of any work.
2. Precision shall remove and properly dispose of the brush located on the northern property boundary and
next to the on-site trees as necessary to place the 1-foot thick cover. Best efforts shall be made to remove all
soils from any grubbed material.  All site soils will remain on-site under the new 1 foot cover. After
grubbing is complete, soils shall be re-graded to ensure a final slope which directs water away from the
newly built liquor store.
3. There are abandoned tires, furniture, and other large solid waste items too large to cover which need to
be removed from the property. Albany County is responsible for removing this material. If this material has
not been removed once Precision is on-site for construction, it can be placed on the existing blacktop along
Franklin Street for future pickup by the county.
4. Precision will be responsible for scraping back soils bordering the blacktop along the eastern property
boundary to allow the cover to be keyed into the eastern sidewalk/blacktop. The excavated soils from this
sidewalk work shall be evenly spread across the site below the new cover.
5. The dumpsters along Franklin Street can be pushed onto the existing blacktop.
6. NYSDEC will establish the western property boundary line/limits for the placement of the new cover
material. No work will occur within five feet of the new liquor store building.

Access/Trucking:

Access to the site will be only from the south property line along Gansevoort Street. No access is allowed



on the adjacent Lawrence Mokhiber Property (liquor store) parking lot. No truck traffic is allowed over the
existing sidewalk on the east property line, or along Franklin Street.

A flagger for directing traffic for incoming/outgoing trucks is required.

Work shall begin no earlier than 7 am, and noisy equipment shall cease to operate at 5 pm.

Construction of Cover:

The cover material shall begin at the existing grade at the property boundaries and slope upwards towards
the middle of the site at a grade of 15%.

On the south east corner of the site, approximately 6 inches of protective cover material (crusher run)
already exists, and therefore only a 6 inch depth of cover material is required to be placed within this area
(see “Existing Six Inch Surface Cover” on the attached figure).
Cover material in the northwest corner near the newly built liquor store shall be graded such that future
surface water runoff is not directed towards the liquor store.

Best efforts shall be made to protect the three mature trees on-site and avoid compromising their roots. A
slope of 15% shall be maintained from the base of the trees.

The depth of cover material shall be verified with stakes marked to the appropriate location-specific depths.
Cover material shall be compacted with on-site equipment.

Deliverables:

Precision shall provide a brief project schedule and inform DEC of any schedule changes as soon as
possible.

Precision shall provide DEC with their proposed truck routes for entering and exiting the site and avoid
tracking material off-site during work.

Precision shall provide their means and methods for performing the above work (i.e. specific equipment to
be used, total amount of laborers, etc).

Precision Environmental is responsible for providing HASP, CAMP/dust control plan, prior to the start of
work.

Precision shall provide to the NYSDEC copies of all Bills of Lading/Manifests including quantities for all
materials removed off-site and cover soil placed on-site.

NYSDEC will oversee all work conducted and be responsible for generating the Construction Completion
Report/Final Engineering Report.

NYSDEC will document (video) the conditions of the site, roadway, sidewalk and adjacent properties prior
to any work.
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$ 35,000.00ESTIMATED BUDGET:

This serves as authorization to incur costs up to the budgeted amount indicated, to perform the scope of work outlined above in
connection with the above-referenced spill/site call out number. The contractor is responsible for immediately notifying the DER project
manager if it becomes apparent that the scope of work can not be completed within the budget and/or the scope of work should be
amended. The contractor should not incur costs that exceed the budget or perform activities outside the scope of work without the verbal
or written approval of the DER project manager. The DER project manager must confirm that approval in writing in an amended
Standby Contractor Authorization Form signed by the DER project manager and Rep within two business days.

DER Project Manager Name/Title:

Date:
(Print) (Signature)

Authorized DER Representative Name/Title:

(Signature)(Print)

Date:

Kyle Forster

Janet Brown

11/12/15

11/12/15

jebrown
New Stamp
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Clean fill Certification letters 

and Trucking manifests



WILLIAM M. LARNED & SONS, INC. 
544 Burdeck Street 

Schenectady, New York 12306 
      Excavating       Phone: (518) 374-6961           Sand & Gravel 

   Fax: (518) 393-4722 
 
 
 

11/18/2015 
 
 
Precision Environmental Services 
831 Route 67 
Ballston Spa, New York 12020 
 
 
RE: Franklin Street, Albany, New York 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
As per your request, please accept this correspondence as follows: 
 
The imported Type 2 Subbase / Crusher Run  to be delivered to the above reference project, does 
not, to the best of our knowledge, contain any known contamination from prior historical, 
industrial, commercial development or agricultural use prior to delivery. The stone originates 
from a virgin quarry owned by Callanan Industries, located on County Road 101, South 
Bethlehem, New York. 
 
In the event I can be of further assistance or you have any questions, please do not hesitate to 
contact me at your convenience at (518) 374-6961. Thank you. 
 
 
Very Truly Yours,  
 
WILLIAM M. LARNED & SONS, INC.  
 
 
Gretchen Edwards 
Authorized Representative             
 
                                       
  



 
 
 
 
 

1245 Kings Road  
PO Box 15097 
Albany, NY 12212-5097  
 
 

June 19, 2015 
 
William M. Larned & Sons, Inc. 
544 Burdeck Street 
Schenectady, NY 12306 
Attn: Gretchen Edwards 
 
Dear Ms. Edwards: 
 
As it is produced by our South Bethlehem source, Type 2 Sub Base is 
manufactured to meet New York State Department of Transportation Standard 
Specifications.  Our South Bethlehem source (1-2RS) was approved by the 
NYSDOT under test number 13AR99S, that test result indicating source quality is 
attached.  Material shipped from our South Bethlehem facility is clean and free of 
contaminants prior to loading. Also attached, please find a typical gradation for 
Type 2 Sub Base. 
 
Should you have any questions, or require additional information, please call me 
at (518) 374-2222 or email cvanpatten@callanan.com. 

 

Very truly yours, 
CALLANAN INDUSTRIES, INC 

 
Colleen VanPatten 
Quality Control Department                                                    
 
 

mailto:cvanpatten@callanan.com


39.6

Controlled blend:   70% New Scotland & 30% Becraft blend

Meets spec for use in PCC

17.4

COMPOSITION ( Size No.

TEST #: 13AR 99S BR3a SERIAL #: 234289SOURCE #:  1-  2RS

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
MATERIALS BUREAU

COARSE AGGREGATE ANALYSIS FOR 703-02 PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS

NYSDOT Sizes                  

       Cycle MgS0

25   Cycle 3% freeze -thaw

% Non-carbonate
% Insoluble residue
L.A. Abrasion 

2.70
2.680
2.733
0.7

Gravity and Absorption values represent this 
sample only. They may not be appropriate for 
designing mixes      

On results of tests on material represented by sample 234289 were evaluated

 ) %

REMARKS:

   

No. 2 No. 1 No. 1A

01/13/14

Bulk Specific Gravity SSD
Bulk Specific Gravity 
Apparent Specific Gravity 
Absorption

NEW YORK STATE 

4 

Percent  non-carbonate and percent insoluble 
residue values represent this sample only. 
When designing mixes, follow procedures in 
the appropriate Materials Method.

1

72.5

27.5

 ) %COMPOSITION ( Size No.

0

Limestone (New Scotland)

Limestone (Becraft)

UCVC 51

14.6

10

SM LAB #: 68687

Material meets specifications for Item 703-02.  Consult friction aggregate 
requirements for approved use.

Callanan Industries Inc

South Bethlehem, NY



Sample Information

Plant 01-South Bethlehem

Product 1212-Type 2 Subbase 304.12

Sample No 1872776411

Date Sampled 05/27/2015 08:00

Sampled By Derek Berner

Type Production

Method Stockpile

Location

Weather

Temp

Split Sample Sequence

Resample Code

Test Note

Other

Process

Ledge

1872776411Specification NYSDOT Subbase Type 2

Lot / Sublot

Quad / Quantity

Gradation Results

Moist Mass Dry Mass

13962.90

Wash Mass

13178.24

Moisture % Wash Loss %

5.6

Unit

g

Tested By Derek BernerDate Completed 05/27/2015 08:00

Sieve Mass Retained
Cum Mass

Retained % Passing Target Comment% Retained Specification
Ind %

Retained

Procedure

2" (50mm) 0.0 0.0 100.00.0 100-1000.0

1 1/2" (37.5mm) 0.0 0.0 100.00.00.0

1" (25mm) 453.0 453.0 96.83.23.2

3/4" (19mm) 1857.7 2310.7 83.516.513.3

1/2" (12.5mm) 3607.9 5918.6 57.642.425.8

3/8" (9.5mm) 1786.5 7705.1 44.855.212.8

1/4" (6.3mm) 2067.3 9772.4 30.070.0 25-6014.8

#4 (4.75mm) 865.3 10637.7 23.876.26.2

#10 (2mm) 1140.4 11778.1 15.684.48.2

#20 (0.85mm) 476.2 12254.4 12.287.83.4

#40 (0.425mm) 324.4 12578.7 9.990.1 5-402.3

#60 (0.25mm) 186.6 12765.3 8.691.41.3

#100 (0.15mm) 154.2 12919.5 7.592.51.1

#200 (75um) 181.9 13101.4 6.1793.83 0-101.30

Pan 74.5 13175.9 0.00100.006.17

Gradation Test Report

Oldcastle MaterialsStonemontQC 05/28/2015















Gansvoort & Franklin

Fill Recived

12/2/2015 12/3/2015 12/4/2015

21.31 20.77 19.4

18.9 19.61 19.69

18.9 19.08 19.5

17.7 19.95 19.36

18.16 18.73 20.16

19.75 19.8 20.2

18.13 19.85 20.75

18.18 16.84 18.03

17.34 17.2 17.16

17.53 16.72

20.25 17.71

19.96 17.05

17.31 17.29

19.45

19.27

18.57

19.69

17.68

17.52

20.62

17.79 TOTAL

394.01 240.6 174.25 808.86 tons

539.24 CY



Appendix F
CAMP results 



Gansvoort & Franklin

CAMP Monitoring Summary

Date Location Avg Min Max TWA

Upwind 0.020 0.010 0.218 0.011

Downwind 0.018 0.010 0.323 0.014

Upwind 0.021 0.008 0.176 0.010

Downwind 0.020 0.011 0.165 0.011

Units expressed in mg/m3

12/3/2015

12/4/2015

12/2/2015 No CAMP due to rain

Particulate Monitoring



Appendix G
NYSDEC Inspection 

Reports 











































































































Appendix H
PES and TA Payment 

Applications 





     NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

        CONTRACTOR APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT     
         REMEDIAL SERVICES STANDBY CONTRACT      

Spill Response - Non-Petroleum

Upstate - Region 4
Contractor Information                  FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 10/15/2014

 STATE COMPTROLLER'S  CONTRACT NUMBER

Name Precision Environmental Services, Inc             PRE AUDIT C100906

Addres831 Rt 67          CERTIFIED FOR CERTIFICATE NUMBER

AddresBallston Spa, NY  12020  PAYMENT IN THE SUM OF CAP # 74
Federal ID #. 14-1756196        $_________________ ORIGINATING AGENCY

Contractor's Invoice #. 09001

       By: _______________ DATE PREPARED

WORK PERDIOD END DATE 1/18/2016

SCHEDULE  I                             FINANCIAL STATEMENT
CALL OUT INFORMATION          CALL OUT WORK COMPLETED 

1.  Spill/Incident No. Work Period 
2.  Site/PIN **Payment request must be within 60 days of work being performed

3.  Site/Incident Name: Work Performed in Previous Application -$                         

4.  Call Out No.

CPI Adjustment Calendar Year Work Performed this Application 30,690.28$              

6.  Contract Multiplier  58.27% 0.5827

7.  2014 CPI Adjustment 0.75% 0.0075 Work Performed to Date 30,690.28$              

2010 CPI - 2.12%

2011 CPI - 1.61% Less Previous Payments -$                         

2012 CPI - 2.42

2013 CPI - 1.15% Payment This Application 30,690.28$              

SCHEDULE  II 0                     CERTIFICATION BY CONTRACTOR

I_Lorraine Toran  do hereby certify that I am Vice President
of the Company/Corporation herein referenced and contractor for the work described in the foregoing application for payment. 
 According to my knowledge and belief all items and amounts shown on the face of this application for payment are correct,  
all work has been performed and/or materials supplied, the foregoing is a true and correct statement of the contract amount  
up to and including the last day of the period covered by the application.

Date Signature

SCHEDULE  III           CERTIFICATION BY RESPONSIBLE DIVISION

I do hereby certify that the materials and labor stated therein have been furnished and the work properly performed in cleaning
up and removing discharged petroleum products pursuant to Section 176 of Article 12 of the Navigation Law, and that
payment can be made on this contract/voucher without detriment to the interests of the State to the best of my knowledge
and belief.

Date Project Manager Date Payment Reviewer

  EXPENDITURES

                               Accum 

Dept. Cost Center Var Yr. Object Dept. Statewide Amount Orig. Agency PO/Contract Line F/P

12652

11/03/15 - 12/22/15

12/22/2015

126260 - K. Forster 

B00055

Gansevoort / Franklin Street Parcel 



          Monthly Cost Control Report
         Summary of Fiscal Information

Contract No. C100906
Contractor Name Precision Environmental Services, Inc Date Prepared 1/18/2016
Incident No. Work Period End Date #REF!
Site/PIN B00055 Application No. CAP # 74
Site/Incident Name oort / Franklin Street Parcel Contractor's Invoice No. 12652
Call Out No. 126260 - K. Forster 
% Complete

A B C D E F G H

Expenditure Category Costs Claimed This 
CAP

Paid Previous 
CAPs

Total Disallowed 
to Date

Total Costs 
Incurred to Date 

(A+B)
Estimated Costs to 

Completion
Estimated Total 
Call Out (D+E) Approved Budget

Estimated 
Under/Over (G-F)

1.  Non Prevailing Wage Labor Costs 5,784.96$ -$ 5,784.96$ 5,784.96$ (5,784.96)$ 

2.  Prevailing Wage Labor Costs -$ -$ -$ -$ -$ 

3.  Materials Costs -$ -$ -$ -$ -$ 

4.  Drilling & Soil Probe Costs -$ -$ -$ -$ -$ 

5.  Equipment Costs & Mobile Laboratory Costs 9,258.44$ -$ 9,258.44$ 9,258.44$ (9,258.44)$ 

6.  Travel Costs -$ -$ -$ -$ -$ 

7.  Subcontractors -$ -$ -$ -$ -$ 

8.  Other Receipted Costs 15,481.80$ -$ 15,481.80$ 15,481.80$ (15,481.80)$ 

9.  Other Non Contract Items 165.08$ -$ 165.08$ 165.08$ (165.08)$ 

10.  Total Call Out Cost 30,690.28$ -$ -$ 30,690.28$ -$ 30,690.28$ -$ (30,690.28)$ 

DIRECTIONS:
*Contractor is responsible for entering or adjusting dollar ($) amount disallowed to date in column C, rows 1-6
**Contractor is responsible for entering or adjusting dollar ($) amount of estimated costs to completion in column E, rows 1-6
***Contractor is responsible for entering or adjusting dollar ($) amount of approved budget in column G, rows 1-6



Schedule 1 - Non Prevailing Wage Rate 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T 

(C x D) (E + F) (H x I) (J + K) (M x N) (O + P) (E + J + O) (F + K + P)

Item 
No. Labor Category

Straight 
Time 

Rate($)
No. 

Hours
Straight Time 

Pay($)

Previous 
Straight Time 

Paid

Total Straight 
Time Paid to 

Date

Premium 
Overtime 
Rate($)

No. 
Hours

Premium 
Overtime 

Pay($)
Previous 

Overtime Paid
Total Overtime 

Paid to Date

Double-
Time 

Rate($)
No. 

Hours
Double- Time 

Pay($)

Previous 
Double-Time 

Paid

Total Double-
Time Paid to 

Date
Total Labor 

Costs This CAP

Total Labor 
Paid Previous 

CAPs
Total Labor Paid 

to Date

L-1 Chemist $65.12 $0.00 $0.00 $78.14 $0.00 $0.00 $91.17 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-2 Data Processor $18.49 $0.00 $0.00 $22.19 $0.00 $0.00 $25.89 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-3 Drafts Person $49.41 $0.00 $0.00 $59.29 $0.00 $0.00 $69.17 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-4 Driller $54.91 $0.00 $0.00 $65.89 $0.00 $0.00 $76.87 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-5 Driller's Helper $43.29 $0.00 $0.00 $51.95 $0.00 $0.00 $60.61 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-6 Electrician $48.98 $0.00 $0.00 $58.78 $0.00 $0.00 $68.57 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-7 Engineer $64.79 $0.00 $0.00 $77.75 $0.00 $0.00 $90.71 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-8
Environmental 
Specialist $52.20 $0.00 $0.00 $62.64 $0.00 $0.00 $73.08 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-9
Equipment 
Operator $49.69 42.00 $2,086.98 $1,317.06 $59.63 1.50 $89.45 $56.45 $69.57 $0.00 $0.00 $2,176.43 $0.00 $1,373.51

L-10 Foreman $54.91 40.00 $2,196.40 $1,386.12 $65.89 2.50 $164.73 $103.96 $76.87 $0.00 $0.00 $2,361.13 $0.00 $1,490.07

L-11 Geologist $64.79 $0.00 $0.00 $77.75 $0.00 $0.00 $90.71 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-12 Hydrogeologist $71.93 $0.00 $0.00 $86.32 $0.00 $0.00 $100.70 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-13 Laborer $29.26 $0.00 $0.00 $35.11 $0.00 $0.00 $40.96 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-14
Licensed Land 
Surveyor $64.79 $0.00 $0.00 $77.75 $0.00 $0.00 $90.71 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-15 Mechanic $46.67 $0.00 $0.00 $56.00 $0.00 $0.00 $65.34 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-16 Plumber $49.58 $0.00 $0.00 $59.50 $0.00 $0.00 $69.41 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-17
Professional 
Engineer $71.93 $0.00 $0.00 $86.32 $0.00 $0.00 $100.70 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-18
Numerical 
Hydrogeologist $86.32 $0.00 $0.00 $103.58 $0.00 $0.00 $120.85 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-19 Project Manager $65.89 47.00 $3,096.83 $1,954.36 $79.07 0.50 $39.54 $24.95 $92.25 $0.00 $0.00 $3,136.37 $0.00 $1,979.32

L-20 Skilled Laborer $40.63 $0.00 $0.00 $48.76 $0.00 $0.00 $56.88 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-21
Survey Team W/ 
Equip $105.64 $0.00 $0.00 $126.77 $0.00 $0.00 $147.90 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L-22 Technician $45.79 32.00 $1,465.28 $924.72 $54.95 0.50 $27.48 $17.34 $64.11 $0.00 $0.00 $1,492.76 $0.00 $942.06

L-23 Welder $50.84 $0.00 $0.00 $61.01 $0.00 $0.00 $71.18 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Total $8,845.49 $0.00 $5,582.26 $321.20 $0.00 $202.70 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $9,166.69 $0.00 $5,784.96
(Totals from columns E, J, O) = $9,166.69

Total Requested Non Prevailing Wage Costs This Application After CPI Adjustment 2010 (2.12%), 2011(1.61%) ,2012 (2.42%), 2013 (1.15%), 2014(.75%)= $9,927.86
DIRECTIONS: Total Requested Wage Costs This Application After Applying Multiplier - Current Multiplier = 58.27% $5,784.96
*Contractor is responsible for entering number of hours in columns D, I, N as applicable
**Contractor is responsible for entering or adjusting previous dollar ($) amounts paid(adjusted for CPI, multiplier, and disallowances) in columns F, K, P
***Previous dollar ($) amounts paid are automatically carried forward from columnsG, L, Q(Total Time Paid to Date) of previous CAP and adjusted for disallowances

"Total Labor Costs This CAP" are the costs of labor prior to applying CPI and multiplier.
"Total Labor Paid To Date" is automatically adjusted for CPI and multiplier which will reflect total expenditures paid to date.



Equipment Rate Schedule Page 1 of 2
A B C D E F G

(CXD)

Item 
Number Equipment Description

Hourly 
Rate($) # Units

Total Costs This 
Application

Total Paid 
Previous 

Applications
Total Paid to 

Date
E-001 Automibiles - Sedans  $    14.66 -$ -$ 
E-002 Light Duty Vehicles < 1 ton  $    18.44 11.00 202.84$ 128.01$ 

E-003 Heavy Duty Vehicles > 1 ton  $    23.07 17.00 392.19$ 247.51$ 
E-004 Prime Mover  $    66.16 18.50 1,223.96$ 772.42$ 
E-005 Flat Bed  $    40.26 49.50 1,992.87$ 1,257.67$ 
E-006 Low Boy  $    30.36 35.00 1,062.60$ 670.59$ 
E-007 Box Trailer  $    25.97 -$ -$ 
E-008 Tanker/Trailer ≤2,000 gal.  $    26.46 -$ -$ 
E-009 Tanker/Trailer >2,000 gal ≤5,000 gal  $    38.87 -$ -$ 
E-010 Tanker/Trailer > 5,000 gal  $    37.88 -$ -$ 
E-011 Vacuum Tanker/Trailer ≤ 3,000 gal  $    52.87 -$ -$ 
E-012 Vacuum Tanker/Trailer > 3,000 gal ≤ 5,000 gal  $    61.93 -$ -$ 
E-013 Vacuum Tanker/Trailer > 5,000 gal  $    64.79 -$ -$ 
E-014 Dump Trailer ≤ 5 cu yd  $    38.11 -$ -$ 
E-015 Dump Trailer > 5 cu yd  $    40.57 -$ -$ 
E-016 Tanker Truck ≤ 2,000 gal  $    36.32 -$ -$ 
E-017 Tanker Truck > 2,000 gal ≤ 5,000 gal  $    54.83 -$ -$ 
E-018 Tanker Truck > 5,000 gal  $  156.48 -$ -$ 
E-019 Vacuum Truck ≤ 3,000 gal  $    65.56 -$ -$ 
E-020 Vacuum Truck > 3,000 gal  $    70.28 -$ -$ 
E-021 Dump Truck ≤ 5 cu yd  $    47.00 -$ -$ 
E-022 Dump Truck > 5 cu yd  $    49.00 -$ -$ 
E-023 Loader - Rubber Tire ≤ 3 cu yd  $    69.95 -$ -$ 
E-024 Loader - Rubber Tire  3 cu yd  $    89.80 -$ -$ 
E-025 Loader - Track ≤ 3 cu yd  $  120.76 -$ -$ 
E-026 Loader - Track > 3 cu yd  $  138.52 -$ -$ 
E-027 Backhoe - Rubber Tire ≤ 1 cu yd  $    53.06 -$ -$ 
E-028 Backhoe - Rubber Tire  1 cu yd  $    64.44 -$ -$ 
E-029 Backhoe - Track ≤ 1 cu yd  $  103.87 -$ -$ 
E-030 Backhoe - Track > 1 cu yd  $  116.02 -$ -$ 
E-031 Excavator - Rubber Tire ≤ 1 cu yd  $  123.09 -$ -$ 
E-032 Excavator - Rubber Tire > 1 cu yd  $  136.01 -$ -$ 
E-033 Excavator - Track ≤ 1 cu yd  $  106.43 40.00 4,257.20$ 2,686.66$ 
E-034 Excavator - Track > 1 cu yd  $  118.76 -$ -$ 
E-035 Dozer ≤ CAT D5C (or equivalent)  $    69.20 -$ -$ 
E-036 Dozer > CAT D5C (or equivalent)  $  102.15 40.00 4,086.00$ 2,578.61$ 
E-037 Grader  $    73.65 -$ -$ 
E-038 Skid Steer Loader  $    32.45 40.00 1,298.00$ 819.15$ 
E-039 Trenching Machine (Ditch Witch or equivalent)  $    22.69 -$ -$ 
E-040 Row Boat - Small-Average  $      1.55 -$ -$ 
E-041 Small Outboard Motor Boat ≤ 21 ft w/ trailer  $    24.93 -$ -$ 
E-042 Small In Board Motor Boat ≤ 21 ft w/ trailer  $    33.93 -$ -$ 
E-043 Large In Board Motor Boat > 21 ft w/ trailer  $    48.76 -$ -$ 
E-044 Deisel Powered Motor Boat  21 ft w/ trailer  $    64.62 -$ -$ 
E-045 Skimmer  $    15.04 -$ -$ 
E-046 Small Boom (per 100 ft)  $      5.77 -$ -$ 

E-047 Large Boom (Harbor Boom - w/ min 8" skirt) per 100 ft  $      8.51 -$ -$ 
E-048 Air Compressor (min 200 cfm)  $    25.09 -$ -$ 
E-049 Steam Cleaner (200 gal. per hr. 180° min)  $    17.58 -$ -$ 
E-050 Pressure Washer (min 2,000 psi)  $    14.11 -$ -$ 
Subtotal Page 1 14,515.66$ -$ 9,160.62$ 

DIRECTIONS:
*Contractor is responsible for entering number of units as applicable in columns C
**Contractor is responsible for enteringor adjusting previous dollar ($) amounts paid, adjusted for CPI, multiplier, 

and disallowances in column F
***Total Paid Prior Application ($) amounts are automatically carried forward from column G(Total Paid to Date) of previous 

CAP adjusted for disallowances
"Total Costs This Application" are the costs of materials prior to applying CPI and multiplier.
"Total Paid To Date" is automatically adjusted for CPI and multiplier which will reflect total expenditures.

 paid to date.



Equipment Rate Schedule Page 1 of 2
A B D E F G

(CXD)

Item 
Number Equipment Description # Units

Total Costs This 
Application

Total Paid 
Previous 

Applications
Total Paid to 

Date
E-051 Generator (min 5 kw)  $    11.07 -$ -$ 
E-052 Jack Hammer  $      2.73 -$ -$ 
E-053 Asphalt/Concrete Cutter (gas powered)  $    15.59 -$ -$ 
E-054 Sonic Interface  $      9.88 -$ -$ 
E-055 Photo-Ionization Detector  $    17.57 -$ -$ 
E-056 Sand Blaster w/ acc(min 6 cf cap)  $      5.25 -$ -$ 
E-057 Oil/Water Separator (min 5 gpm cap)  $    19.49 -$ -$ 
E-058 Water Table Depression Pump (3 to 5 hp)  $      8.24 -$ -$ 
E-059 Water Table Depression Pump > 5 hp  $    11.53 -$ -$ 
E-060 Submersible Pump ≤. 5 hp  $      6.25 -$ -$ 
E-061 Submersible Pump >. 5 hp  $      7.69 -$ -$ 
E-062 3/4 hp. Submersible Pump (w/min 50 ft hose)  $      3.29 -$ -$ 

E-063 1 1/2 hp & 2 hp Submersible Pump (w/ min 50 ft hose)  $      4.56 -$ -$ 
E-064 ≥ 2" Submersible Pump Trash (w/min 50 ft hose)  $    10.36 -$ -$ 
E-065 Guzzler/Supersoaker/ Vactor (or equivalent)  $    99.93 -$ -$ 
E-066 Concrete Mixer (min 4 cu feet)  $      8.24 -$ -$ 
E-067 Compactor (hand held vibratory plate type)  $      8.24 -$ -$ 
E-068 Portable Treatment System (min 10 gpm)  $      9.99 -$ -$ 
E-069 Dual Pump System (10 to 20 gpm)  $    37.45 -$ -$ 
E-070 Automatic Floating Product Recovery System  $      1.37 -$ -$ 
E-071 Roll Off ≤ 10 cu. Yd  $      3.50 -$ -$ 
E-072 Roll Off > 10 cu. Yd  $      4.50 -$ -$ 

E-073
Water Level, 0.5 well casing, ≤ 65 feet (Solinst Model 101 
or equivalent)  $      8.50 -$ -$ 

E-074
Water Level, 0.5 well casing, ≤ 100 feet (Solinst Model 101 
or equivalent)  $      9.70 -$ -$ 

E-075
Water Level, 0.5 well casing, ≤ 200 feet (Solinst Model 101 
or equivalent)  $    12.55 -$ -$ 

E-076
Water Level, 0.5 well casing, ≤ 300 feet (Solinst Model 101 
or equivalent)  $    14.57 -$ -$ 

E-077
Water Level, 0.5 well casing, ≤ 400 feet (Solinst Model 101 
or equivalent)  $    19.85 -$ -$ 

E-078

Multi-Parameter Probe, capable of data logging, monitoring 
dissolved oxygen, ORP,pH and temperature with flow thru 
cell attachment (In-SituTroll 9500 or equivalent)  $    16.00 -$ -$ 

E-079
Automated Inertia Pump (Waterrs Hydrolift II or 
equivalent)  $      3.25 -$ -$ 

E-080
Automated Inertia Pump (Waterrs Powerlift - 3 or 
equivalent)  $      4.40 -$ -$ 

E-081
Pneumatic Slug Test Kit (Geoprobe Pneumatic Slug Test 
Kit GE 1600 or equivalent)  $    20.00 -$ -$ 

E-082 Oil-Free Air Compressor (153 psi & 3 CFM)  $    36.00 -$ -$ 
E-083 Laptop  $    11.00 -$ -$ 

E-084
Data logging pressure transducer (Level Troll 500 or 
silimar)  $      1.50 -$ -$ 

E-085
Data logging pressure transducer (Level Troll 700 or 
similar)  $      2.00 -$ -$ 

E-086
Vented Teflon Lined Cable, 50 ft length*PER 50FT NOT 
HOURS  $    70.00 -$ -$ 

E-087
Vented Teflon Lined Cable, 100 ft length*PER 100FT 
NOT HOURS  $  125.00 -$ -$ 

E-088 Hand-Held PDA (Rugged Reader or similar)  $      7.00 -$ -$ 
LVE Low Value Equipment  $      1.25 124.00 155.00$ 97.82$ 
Subtotal 155.00$ -$ 97.82$ 

TOTALS 14,670.66$ -$ 9,258.44$ 
Total Requested Equipment Cost This CAP(Column C X D) $14,670.66

$15,888.86
Total Requested Equipment Costs This Application After Applying Current Multiplier = 58.27% $9,258.44

DIRECTIONS:
*Contractor is responsible for entering number of units as applicable in columns C
**Contractor is responsible for entering or adjusting previous dollar ($) amounts paid, adjusted for CPI, multiplier, 

and disallowances in column F
***Total Paid Prior Application ($) amounts are automatically carried forward from column G(Total Paid to Date) of previous 

CAP adjusted for disallowances
"Total Costs This Application" are the costs of materials prior to applying CPI and multiplier.
"Total Paid To Date" is automatically adjusted for CPI and multiplier which will reflect total expenditures.

 paid to date.

Total Requested Non Prevailing Wage Costs This Application After CPI Adjustment 2010 (2.12%), 2011(1.61%), 2012(2.42%), 2013 (1.15%), 2014 (0.75%) = 



                     Other Receipted Costs Schedule Page 1 of 4

A B C D E F
(B+C)

Vendor Name Receipted Cost ($)
Receipted Cost Mark-Up 

(10%)
Total Receipted Costs This 

CAP
Receipted Costs Paid in 

Previous CAPs
Total Receipted Costs 

Paid to Date
Abele Tractor & Equipment 464.00$ 46.40$ 510.40$ 510.40$ 
Speedway 74.80$ 7.48$ 82.28$ 82.28$ 
J.C. Smith 358.12$ 35.81$ 393.93$ 393.93$ 
William Larned & Sons 12,389.93$ 1,238.99$ 13,628.92$ 13,628.92$ 
Pine Environmental Services 787.52$ 78.75$ 866.27$ 866.27$ 

-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 
-$ -$ -$ 

Total Costs Page 1 14,074.37$ 1,407.43$ 15,481.80$ -$ 15,481.80$ 

DIRECTIONS:
*Contractor is responsible for entering Type of Receipted Cost, Receipted Cost dollar ($) amount in columns A & B
**Contractor is responsible for entering or adjusting Receipted Costs in Previous CAPs in column E
*Receipted Costs Paid in Previous CAPs are automatically carried forward from column F (Total Receipted Costs Paid to Date) of previous CAP 
    adjusted for disallowances



                                                          Other Non Contract Items Costs Schedule Page 1 of 2

A B C D

Type of Non Contract Item/Vendor Non Contract Item Cost ($)
Non Contract Item Costs 
Paid in Previous CAPs

Total Non Contact Item 
Costs Paid to Date

Chain Saw 132.68$ 132.68$ 
Auto Level 32.40$ 32.40$ 

-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 
-$ 

Total Costs Page 1 165.08$ -$ 165.08$ 

DIRECTIONS:
*Contractor is responsible for entering Type of Non Contract Item and Cost dollar ($) amount in columns A & B
**Contractor is responsible for entering or adjusting Non Contract Item Costs Paid in Previous CAPs in column C
*Non Contract Item Costs Paid in Previous CAPs are automatically carried forward from column D (Total Non Contract Item Costs Paid to Date) of previous CAP 
    adjusted for disallowances







































































     NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

                 FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 
Version 
4/4/12

 STATE COMPTROLLER'S CONTRACT NUMBER

Name             PRE AUDIT

Address          CERTIFIED FOR APPLICATION NUMBER

Address  PAYMENT IN THE SUM OF

Federal ID# ORIGINATING AGENCY

Contractor's Invoice # 48267858

DATE PREPARED

WORK PERIOD END DATE

With Final Payment Attach Labor Affadavits for Payroll Period to Conform to New York State Labor Law Section 220.

SCHEDULE  I               FINANCIAL STATEMENT
         CALL OUT WORK COMPLETED 

Work Period 
**Payment request must be within 60 days of work being performed

1.  Incident No. Cost Claimed on Previous CAP $0.00

2.  Site/Pin No.

3.  Site/Incident Name: Cost Claimed this CAP $6,746.36

4.  Call Out No.

Cost Claimed to Date $6,746.36

CPI Adjustment Calendar Year: 

CPI Adjustment 2012 3.16% Less Previous Payments $0.00

CPI Adjustment 2013 2.07%

CPI Adjustment 2014 1.46% Payment this CAP $6,746.36

CPI Adjustment 2015

CPI Adjustment 2016

Contract Multiplier 32.00% 0.3200

With Final Payment Attach Labor Affadavits for Payroll Period to Conform to New York State Labor Law Section 220.

SCHEDULE  II           CERTIFICATION BY CONTRACTOR

I Michele Tokos (Name) do hereby certify that I am A/R eProcurement Manager (Title)

of the Company/Corporation herein referenced and contractor for the work claimed in Schedule I.  According to my

knowledge and belief all work has been completed for the costs claimed in Schedule 1.  The documentation submitted

to support the costs claimed is accurate.

8/12/2015
Date Signature

SCHEDULE  III    CERTIFICATION BY RESPONSIBLE DIVISION

I do hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the costs claimed under this Contractor's Application for

Payment (CAP) are reasonable for the work perfomred and that the costs, work and CAP are in conformance with the 

Contract under which the costs are being claimed.

Date Project Manager Date Payment Reviewer
  EXPENDITURES

Dept. Cost Center Var Yr. Object Dept. Statewide Amnt. Orig. Agency PO/Contract Line F/P

        CONTRACTOR APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT     
         LABORATORY SERVICES STANDBY CONTRACT      

Spill Response - Non-Petroleum

Central - Region 4

B00055

7/23/2015 7/31/2015

07/10/2015-07/23/2015

NA

TestAmerica Laboratories, Inc

10 Hazelwood Dr

Amherst, NY  14228

232919996

C008010

63

09001

Accum

$_________________

By: _______________

Contractor Information

Gansevoort/Franklin St Parcel

123977





          Monthly Cost Control Report
         Summary of Fiscal Information

Contract No. C008010

Contractor Name TestAmerica Laboratories, Inc Date Prepared 7/31/2015

Incident No. NA Work Period End Date 7/23/2015

Site/Pin No. B00055 Application No. 63

Site/Incident Name Gansevoort/Franklin St Parcel Contractor's Invoice No. 48267858

Call Out No. 123977
Complete

A B C D E F G H

Expenditure 
Category

Costs Claimed 
This CAP

Paid Previous 
CAPs

Total Disallowed 
to Date

Total Costs 
Incurred to Date 

(A+B)
Estimated Costs 

to Completion
Estimated Total 

Call Out (A+B+E) Approved Budget
Estimated 

Under/Over (G-F)

$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

$2,527.06 $0.00 $2,527.06 ‐$427.06 $2,100.00 $2,100.00 $0.00

$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

$389.21 $0.00 $389.21 ‐$389.21 $0.00 $0.00

$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

$3,830.08 $0.00 $3,830.08 $69.92 $3,900.00 $3,900.00 $0.00

$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
$6,746.36 $0.00 $0.00 $6,746.36 ‐$746.35 $6,000.01 $6,000.00 ‐$0.01

DIRECTIONS:

*Contractor is responsible for entering dollar ($) amount disallowed to date in column C, rows 1‐6
**Contractor is responsible for entering dollar ($) amount of estimated costs to completion in column E, rows 1‐6
***Contractor is responsible for entering dollar ($) amount of approved budget in column G, rows 1‐6

7.  Table 7 ‐ Solid/Hazardous Waste

8.  Table 8 ‐ TCLP
9.  Table 9 through 15 ‐ Miscellaneous 
(including Holiday/Overtime and Summa 
Canisters, Subcontractors, Non Contract 
Items)
10.  Totals

1.  Table 1 ‐ Drinking Water

2.  Table 2 ‐ Wastewater/Groundwater

3.  Table 3 ‐ Water

4. Table 4 ‐ Petroleum Products

5. Table 5 ‐ PCB Analysis

6.  Table 6 ‐ Air



TABLE 3 ‐Water Tests

Test/Procedure Item No.

Co
st

U
ni
ts

CA
T 
B

Co
st

U
ni
ts

CA
T 
B

Co
st

U
ni
ts

CA
T 
B

Co
st

U
ni
ts

CA
T 
B

WT‐32‐A $394.00 $373.00 $354.00 $334.00 $0.00 $0.00
WT‐32‐B $298.00 $284.00 $268.00 $252.00 $0.00 $0.00
WT‐32‐C $214.00 $204.00 $192.00 35 $181.00 $7,392.00 $2,527.06
WT‐32‐D $172.00 $163.00 $154.00 $145.00 $0.00 $0.00

2012 CPI Adjustment = 3.16% 0 0 0 0 0 35 0 0
2013 CPI Adjustment = 2.07% Totals $7,392.00 $0.00 $2,527.06
2014 CPI Adjustment = 1.46%

2015 CPI Adjustment = ‐‐ (Total from column O) = $7,392.00
2016 CPI Adjustment = ‐‐ Total Requested  Costs This Application After CPI Adjustment - Current CPI % = $7,897.08

Total Requested Costs This Application After Applying Multiplier - Current Multiplier = 32.00% $2,527.06
DIRECTIONS:
*Contractor is responsible for entering number of samples in columns D,E,G,H,J,K,M,N as applicable
**Previous dollar ($) amounts paid are to be carried forward from column Q (Total Paid to Date) of previous CAP 
***Contractor is responsible for correcting any previous paid amounts to account for disallowances

Price Per Test in Dollars

Total Cost 
This Cap

Total Costs 
Previous CAPs

Total Costs 
Paid to Date

1‐5 Samples 6‐10 Samples

Metals Using EPA 
7000 Series or 6010 
Series Methods: TAL 
Metals (23)

Individual Metals by EPA Method 6010, 200.7, or 200.8 Series

11‐49 Samples 50 or more samples



TABLE 5 ‐PCB Analyses in Water/Oil/Soil/Air

Test/Procedure Item No.

Co
st

U
ni
ts

CA
T 
B

Co
st

U
ni
ts

CA
T 
B

Co
st

U
ni
ts

CA
T 
B

Co
st

U
ni
ts

CA
T 
B

PA‐07‐A $236.00 $230.00 $210.00 $197.00 $0.00 $0.00
PA‐07‐B $172.00 $162.00 $152.00 $142.00 $0.00 $0.00
PA‐07‐C $122.00 $115.00 9 $108.00 $101.00 $1,138.50 $389.21
PA‐07‐D $97.00 $92.00 $86.00 $81.00 $0.00 $0.00

2012 CPI Adjustment = 3.16% Totals $1,138.50 $0.00 $389.21
2013 CPI Adjustment = 2.07%

2014 CPI Adjustment = 1.46% (Total from column O) = $1,138.50
2015 CPI Adjustment = ‐‐ Total Requested  Costs This Application After CPI Adjustment - Current CPI % = $1,216.29
2016 CPI Adjustment = ‐‐ Total Requested Costs This Application After Applying Multiplier - Current Multiplier = 32.00% $389.21

DIRECTIONS:
*Contractor is responsible for entering number of samples in columns D,E,G,H,J,K,M,N as applicable
**Previous dollar ($) amounts paid are to be carried forward from column Q (Total Paid to Date) of previous CAP 
***Contractor is responsible for correcting any previous paid amounts to account for disallowances

Price Per Test in Dollars

Total Cost 
This Cap

Total Costs 
Previous CAPs

Total Costs 
Paid to Date

1‐5 Samples 6‐10 Samples 11‐49 Samples 50 or more samples

Organochlorine 
Pesticides EPA 
Method 8081 
(Capillary)



TABLE 7 ‐ Solid/Hazardous Waste, Groundwater Testing

Test/Procedure Item No.

Co
st

U
ni
ts

CA
T 
B

Co
st

U
ni
ts

CA
T 
B

Co
st

U
ni
ts

CA
T 
B

Co
st

U
ni
ts

CA
T 
B 

SS‐02‐A $579.00 $547.00 $512.00 $478.00 $0.00 $0.00

SS‐02B $449.00 $418.00 $388.00 $358.00 $0.00 $0.00

SS‐02‐C $322.00 $302.00 $282.00 35 $262.00 $10,857.00 $3,711.63

SS‐02‐D $258.00 $242.00 $225.00 $208.00 $0.00 $0.00

SS‐46‐A $25.00 $22.00 $21.00 $20.00 $0.00 $0.00
SS‐46‐B $18.00 $17.00 $15.00 $14.00 $0.00 $0.00
SS‐46‐C $12.00 $11.00 $9.00 35 $8.00 $346.50 $118.46
SS‐46‐D $9.00 $8.00 $7.00 $6.00 $0.00 $0.00

2012 CPI Adjustment = 3.16% Totals $11,203.50 $0.00 $3,830.08
2013 CPI Adjustment = 2.07%

2014 CPI Adjustment = 1.46% (Total from column O) = $11,203.50
2015 CPI Adjustment = ‐‐ Total Requested Costs This Application After CPI Adjustment - Current CPI % = $11,969.00
2016 CPI Adjustment = ‐‐ Total Requested Costs This Application After Applying Multiplier - Current Multiplier = 32.00% $3,830.08

DIRECTIONS:
*Contractor is responsible for entering number of samples in columns D,E,G,H,J,K,M,N as applicable
**Previous dollar ($) amounts paid are to be carried forward from column Q (Total Paid to Date) of previous CAP 
***Contractor is responsible for correcting any previous paid amounts to account for disallowances

Price Per Test in Dollars

Total Cost 
This Cap

Total Costs 
Previous CAPs

Total Costs 
Paid to Date

Commissioner Policy 
on Soil Cleanup 
Guidance, Table 3 
List (Gasoline 
Contaminated Soil) 
EPA Methods 
8260/8270 (see Note 
7)

1‐5 Samples 6‐10 Samples 11‐49 Samples 50 or more samples

Metals Sample 
Preparation 
(Digestion) EPA 
Method 3005‐3051



Invoice/Credit No. Invoice Date48267858
Terms

TestAmerica Laboratories, Inc. PO BOX 204290, Dallas, TX 75320-4290Remit to

July 23, 2015
See Below Federal Tax ID 23-2919996

Bill to:

New York State D.E.C.
Attn: Accounts Payable
625 Broadway
Albany, NY  12233-4500

Ship to:

New York State D.E.C.
625 Broadway
12th Floor
Albany, NY  12233-7017

Callout ID:  123977
P.O. Number W.O. Number Contract Number

Kyle Forster
Work Ordered by

See below
Job Description Site Name SDG Number

Kyle Forster
Invoice Contact

Method/Test Description
Item #Job No. Job Description Sample Date Quantity Unit Price Amount

J83637-1 Gansevoort/Franklin St Parcel #B00055 07/09/2015
 35.00  9.00  315.00 SS-46-C 3050B - Preparation,  Metals

 35.00  192.00  6,720.00 WT-32-C 6010C - Metals (ICP)

 9.00  115.00  1,035.00 PA-07-C 8081B - Organochlorine Pesticides (GC)

 35.00  282.00  9,870.00 SS-02-C 8270D - PAHs

 1.00  1,794.00  1,794.00 TC-05 Deliverables - ASP CAT B (10%)

NYS DEC 2012 3.16% C.P.I. PRICE ADJUSTMENT  20,357.59 
NYS DEC 2013 2.07% C.P.I. PRICE ADJUSTMENT  20,778.99 
NYS DEC 2014 1.46% C.P.I. PRICE ADJUSTMENT  21,082.36 

 6,746.38 With TestAmerica DEC NYS Multiplier 32%

Subtotal  19,734.00 

Page 1 of 2
TestAmerica Buffalo - 10 Hazelwood Drive, Amherst, NY  14228-2298

This invoice falls under TestAmerica Laboratories Inc. Standard T&C's of Net 30 Days unless superseded by another valid contract vehicle in
place at the time these services were rendered.



Invoice/Credit No. Invoice Date48267858
Terms

TestAmerica Laboratories, Inc. PO BOX 204290, Dallas, TX 75320-4290Remit to

July 23, 2015
See Below Federal Tax ID 23-2919996

Project Manager

Latest Sample Receipt Date
Judy Stone

Project Number

Latest Report Date

Subtotal

For proper credit, please include invoice number on all remittance.

Client Number
107596

Total $6,746.38 Phone Number
(484) 685-0868

$6,746.38 
48012232

07/10/2015 07/23/2015

Page 2 of 2
TestAmerica Buffalo - 10 Hazelwood Drive, Amherst, NY  14228-2298

This invoice falls under TestAmerica Laboratories Inc. Standard T&C's of Net 30 Days unless superseded by another valid contract vehicle in
place at the time these services were rendered.
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